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MUS sports camps build teamwork
and confidence and help campers
become better athletes. In addition to
our popular baseball, basketball, football,
lacrosse, and soccer camps, we are
excited to offer a new golf camp and
several new tennis camps. In our sportsspecific camps, students will have the
opportunity to develop skills along with
general conditioning programs. Various camps are for rising 5th
graders and above. For further information, go to the website,
www.musowls.org, or contact Bobby Alston, sports camps
director, at (901) 260-1370.
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Miss Easum Celebrates 50 Years
by Noah Black

Mary Nell Easum, an omnipresent figure
in the school’s office, celebrates her 50th year
of service this semester. As part of the staff,
Easum has worked in many different positions,
from the principal’s assistant, to the first typing
teacher, to her current station as registrar.
Across all these different posts, the defining
element of Easum’s work has been a consistently
high level of dedication and professionalism.
“Mary Nell is always professional,
responsible, and thorough, and she just does
not make mistakes,” said Upper School
Principal Barry Ray.
Easum’s career began back in the early
days of the newly chartered MUS. In 1962,
Easum graduated from Blue Mountain College
with a degree to teach English and history.
Despite this degree, standing in front of a
classroom was the last thing that she wanted
to do. She had worked in the registrar’s office
at Blue Mountain College and decided to find
something in that same vein. In her search for
work outside the classroom, Easum answered
a 1962 advertisement in the Memphis PressScimitar for an office position and has been a part of the
school ever since.
Although she was hired as a secretary to assist in the
budding school’s administrative office, she found herself
inexorably drawn toward the classroom. Instead of history
or English, Easum put her skills to use teaching the
school’s typing class. Today’s networked and digital office
bears little resemblance to what Easum and her typing
students first encountered, though. Thinking back on the
technology of her first MUS days, Easum wryly recalled,
“All we had was a typewriter and a mimeograph.”
One of the school’s quirks that Easum remembers
was the “student of the day” – a once-integral piece of
running the early office. In order to escape the boredom
of mandatory study halls, boys would volunteer to work in
the school’s office, delivering messages and helping with
mailings. As the school’s policies, such as the study hall
requirement, changed with the times, this post disappeared, much like that first mimeograph machine.
Easum has taken these changes in stride, and her
years of committed service have not gone unnoticed. In
1999, she was the first recipient of the Jean Barbee Hale
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Award for Outstanding Service. The award, created
to remember another long-time employee, Jean Hale,
honors members of the MUS community who exhibit
outstanding loyalty and responsibility toward the school.
In 2002, Easum was given the Loyalty Award by the
Tennessee Association of Independent Schools, in honor
of what was then her 40 years of dedication.
“By her example for 50 years, Mary Nell Easum
has defined the ideal employee – meticulous, dependable,
loyal, efficient, collegial, and adaptable,” Headmaster
Ellis Haguewood said. “I cannot think of anyone on our
staff for whom I have higher regard, as a fellow worker
and as a friend. She is as valuable now as she was in
1962, when Colonel Lynn hired her right out of Blue
Mountain College.”
From Lynn to Haguewood, and with new classrooms, libraries, and stadiums springing up around her,
Easum has witnessed a significant portion of the school’s
growth. All these changes in organization, equipment,
and architecture contrast with what Easum described as
a constant, and the one aspect of the school that made
her both stay and enjoy her 50 years here: “the consistent
closeness of the faculty and the staff.”

Banking
oNRelationships
by Vicki Tyler

More than 25 years ago, Kent Wunderlich ’66
walked out of his law practice and into the banking
business and has not looked back. He joined the
bank that John Montesi, Jr., a Christian Brothers
graduate, had opened in 1985. Montesi, who passed
away in 2009, led a group of family investors who
bought a small East Tennessee bank and renamed it
Financial Federal Savings Bank.
Today, as CEO, general counsel, and chairman
of the board of Financial Federal Savings Bank,
Wunderlich helps guide the privately owned bank
with the help of fellow alumnus William Tayloe ’92,
who is president.
“Our success throughout the years has come from
word of mouth and referrals,” Wunderlich said. “We
wanted to use our 25th year as a catalyst to remind

people that we are still here after a quarter of a
century, still focused on the personal approach to
banking and to reintroduce ourselves to potential
customers. We want to let people know that we have
been a locally-owned bank all this time, and we do
much more than just mortgages.”
He pointed out that Financial Federal is a
community bank that specializes in high quality
customer service and customized banking solutions.
“We try to do things the right way and follow
a “do right” principle that includes integrity and
loyalty in all of our business dealings,” Wunderlich
said. “I learned this at MUS.”
Wunderlich served on the MUS Board of
Trustees for more than 20 years, including nine years
as chairman. He strives to provide his employees and

Pictured above, (seated) William Tayloe, (standing) John Summers, Kent Wunderlich, Jon Van Hoozer
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Hank Hill is
pictured here
with his latest
residential
construction
project. Finacial
Federal helped
to make the loan
process smooth
for Hill and
his client.

customers with the same environment he experiMiss in 1996, and after interning at ALSAC/St. Jude
enced at MUS – one of feeling a part of something.
Children’s Research Hospital, he headed the Annual
“There was a sense of camaraderie at MUS where
Fund at MUS for two years. Wunderlich is quick to
you could build friends for life,” Wunderlich said.
point out that he “stole William from MUS.”
“Banks come and go, but we work to create a similar
Tayloe said each person at the bank works as part
environment at Financial Federal, making our
of a team that focuses on the customers. He believes
customers life-long partners. I
the bank’s great employees make
think we have succeeded because
the difference. With more than 60
Tayloe said being part
of the service we give our
percent of their employees having
of MUS offers a unique
customers.”
worked there more than ten years,
experience. “The amount
In spite of the challenging
it’s easy to see how employee loyalty
of freedom you have as
economy and regulatory
and customer service works.
a student, the quality
environment, Wunderlich and
“Everyone wears lots of hats,
of education offered by
his team believe they have a
but being responsive and flexible
the school, and the instant
distinct advantage because of
to the needs of our customers is
community you become
their flexibility and personal
first and foremost,” Tayloe said.
part of as an alumnus
attention to each customer.
“We really never close if a customer
make MUS a very
“Decisions are made here,” he
needs something. We want our
special place.”
said, pointing to his conference
employees to feel a sense of ownertable. “If you need to talk to me
ship and part of what’s going on
at 9:00 o’clock on a Saturday night, I am happy to
here. People are key to taking care of our customers,
listen. We don’t do just ‘cookie-cutter’ loans. We will
and it is important to us to maintain a favorable
figure out how to get the loans our customers need,
work environment.”
and we have fun doing it.”
The bank offers certificates of deposit and
Tayloe’s path to Financial Federal took a side
focuses on all types of residential, commercial,
trip back to his alma mater. He graduated from Ole
construction, home equity, and professional lending.
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Local builder Hank Hill ’66 is a loyal customer
and supporter.
“I try to refer all my custom-home clients
to Financial Federal because of their experience,
attention to detail, and quick response time,” Hill
said. “It’s extremely important for my customers
to know there will be a smooth transition from a
construction loan to a permanent loan.”
Loans are not their only business and although
Financial Federal historically has not offered
checking accounts, they are looking into new
products. With recent changes in the economy and
in response to customer requests, the bank added
money market accounts to its services and will add
checking accounts in 2012.
“We want to grow and have had tremendous
response with our new offerings. We’ve added around
$36 million in new money market deposits,” Tayloe
said. “Fundamentally, we are set up to support our
customers’ needs, and we are very well capitalized.
We will continue to add to our product offerings
while maintaining our current culture.”
There are more MUS connections throughout the
company. Wunderlich’s father, Alvin Wunderlich, Jr.,
serves on the Financial
Federal board of directors
together with Rusty Bloodworth ’63 and Barham
Ray ’64, all of whom also
served as MUS trustees for
many years. Two other alumni, Jon Van Hoozer ’88
and John Summers ’05, also work at Financial
Federal. Van Hoozer, who joined the bank in 1993
after graduating from the University of Richmond, is
senior vice president of commercial lending. He helps
oversee the commercial mortgage offices in Atlanta,
Dallas, and Nashville. Summers was a banking and
finance major at Ole Miss, and Tayloe recruited him
straight from college to be a residential loan analyst.
Financial Federal has two basic lending
platforms for commercial real estate: Financial
Federal’s local, relationship-based portfolio loans
and a commercial mortgage banking platform
for larger, nation-wide representative loans.

In these large-scale transactions, Financial Federal
represents other lenders, like Freddie Mac, life
insurance companies, or Fannie Mae, which can
make larger commercial real estate loans nationwide.
Financial Federal retains the servicing on all its
commercial loans thereby maintaining the customer
relationship. The bank has increased its commercial
loan servicing business from roughly $50 million in
1993 to $1 billion now.
“I’ve been here 18 years and have seen many
changes to our lending platform,” Van Hoozer said.
“We have the capability to represent bigger financial
institutions and retain the customer relationships.
If you have a small apartment complex or office
building in Memphis and want a relationship with
a local bank, then call Financial Federal. If you are
in L.A. and want to refinance a $50 million office
building, then we can do that, too. We will place the
loan with an investor and service the loan for a fee,
but the bank does not place the loan on its books.
It’s a unique set-up for a bank of our size. We’ve been
doing this lending for more than 20 years.”
The Financial Federal team celebrated its 25th
anniversary in 2011, making this a landmark year,
and began a new advertising
campaign designed to reintroduce
the bank to potential customers.
At the beginning of this
year, Doug Carpenter ’82 and
his staff at Doug Carpenter &
Associates launched the bank’s rebranding campaign
that included a new logo, website, print, outdoor,
and online advertising, as well as new marketing
materials and electronic communications efforts.
The campaign highlights Financial Federal’s people
and their commitment to exceptional customer
service and problem solving.
“The positive results that we have been able to
achieve together are a result of having the same
direct and honest dialog promoted and cultivated by
MUS,” Tayloe said. “We believe that we have unique
qualities that set us apart from other financial institutions, and this campaign should help us get that
message out to new customers.”
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Top: Horace Tipton
and a mission team
work in the fields
with farmers.

lessons
from
kenya
					

The Tiptons: Anne, Horace, Jr., Mary Shea, and Horace

including Trey Jordan ’83, organized Planting Faith
Ministries, Inc., an organization that helps subsistence farmers leverage their farmland for the good of
their families and communities. At the same time, the
organization spreads the gospel message. In 2005,
Tipton moved his family to rural Kenya, working in
partnership with the Anglican Church of Kenya. At
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Bottom:
Corn harvest!

by Dev Varma ’07

Kenya is a country with
nearly 50 percent of the total
population living below the
poverty line. The average citizen
earns around $770 per year, and the
government’s only reliable trait is its
corruption. Schools and other services are
available, although nearly inaccessible to most people
because of their costs. And the most common health
issues are persistent malnutrition, diabetes, high blood
pressure, and HIV/AIDS.
Yet, rural Kenyans have one major asset –
farmable land. That’s where Horace Tipton ’83 comes
in. In 2004, he and a volunteer board of directors,
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Middle: Embu farmers
proudly display their
sunflower crop.
By working as a
group consisting of
30 farmers, each
farmer increases
profit potential and
decreases risk.

the start, he worked in the fields with a handful of
farmers while his wife, Anne, managed the office
and communications. Now, Planting Faith has seven
employees and a demonstration farm. But most
important, the organization’s work has benefitted
close to 600 Kenyan farmers.
As a student at MUS, Tipton never planned to
have this kind of career, although he now sees where
the seeds for this work were planted.
“After my father retired from the Army
when I was in eighth grade, I moved back and
forth between our Memphis home and our farm.
I basically grew up on the family farm. My older
brothers worked the farm, and I worked for them
in the summers. I had no interest
in farming then, but I definitely got
acquainted with it then.”
Instead of farming, Tipton
most admired English literature
as a student.
“Mr. William Hatchett,
Mr. Jim Russell, Mr. Terry Shelton,
Mr. Lynn Askew, and Mr. Norman
Thompson gave me a love for literature and communication,” he said.
It was with that love for literature
and communication that led Tipton
to study English at Hampden-Sydney
College. From there, his passions
took a slight turn.
“After college, I decided I did
have a passion for farming and those
who work the land,” he said. So, Tipton went back
to work with his brothers on the family farm. But
this time something was different. Tipton took a
more holistic approach to his farming engagement
and used his English major to serve farmers’ needs.
In the off-season, he and Mack Ray ’74 worked
on Cotton Farming Magazine, an agricultural trade
publication, where they were “two farmers who

could write, too.”
After a stint with
the trade publication, Tipton took
a risk and started
his own agricultural
public relations firm,
where he worked
with multinational
chemical and seed
companies such
as DuPont and Monsanto. He credits his high school
education for his self-confidence.
“The MUS I know is about truth and honor and
passion,” he said. “The school taught us to pursue what
we had a real passion for. It gave me the confidence to
step out on my own and start something.”
But Tipton’s zeal for philanthropy in Africa took
time to form.
“I had the idea ten years earlier to set up an agricultural mission,” he said. “As a PR guy, I got creative really
early, and I got the wheels turning really fast. But I saw
how much I was doing on my own – my company and
my farm. I was only 35. So, I put the idea away. But the
concept of a call kept coming back.”
At first, Tipton pursued ordination.
“But God obviously had a different plan for me
at that time,” he said. “I knew God was calling me
somewhere, but I still didn’t know where.”
After realizing the ordination process wouldn’t work
out, he talked to his priest about his Africa idea. His
priest suggested he try to push some doors open. Excited
by the prospects, Tipton put his communication skills to
the test. Nine months went by and the only words he got
were discouraging. Doors were definitely being closed.
Tipton thought it was a sign to quit. But there was still
one last person he had not tried.
Dr. Samson Gitau, a native Kenyan, was a priest in
the Episcopal Diocese of West Tennessee and also sat on
the commission on ministry – a board of clergy and lay

people who oversee aspirants for the clergy. Tipton
had neglected to mention the Africa idea to him
sooner because he knew it would end his bid for
ordination and move him toward the missionary
field. But Tipton had nothing to lose; he simply
had to get this project going. So he spoke with
Gitau, who asked Tipton to send over a full
strategic plan. Once Gitau received the plan,
he told Tipton he would mail it to a friend.
That friend turned out to be an Anglican
bishop in Kenya with a deep interest in Tipton’s
plan; in fact, he sent Tipton an agricultural
development plan for
his diocese.
“I thought that they
must love my plan,”
Tipton said. “I thought
they had incorporated
about 90 percent of my
plan into theirs.”
In the summer of
2004, the bishop invited

Tipton and his
wife, Anne, to
spend ten days in
Kenya exploring
the possibilities
of the mission.
Little did
Tipton know,
it would end up
being a ten-day
interview with
the bishop and other priests in the area.
“Toward the end of the trip, we realized they had not
incorporated our plan into theirs. It was written months
before they had ever heard of me. We all realized this had
to be a God thing.
“We were perfectly matched for each other,” he said.
“They were lacking the resources and the knowledge to
get off the ground, and I was lacking a place to apply
my plan.”
Despite the chain of providential coincidences,
Tipton soon learned how difficult his new work would be.
He and his wife worked initially with seven farmers,
trying to grow crops new to Kenyan soil. A few plants
succeeded, but many didn’t. Tipton started with Vidalia
onions because Kenyans have a sweet tooth, but they didn’t
take. The juicy heirloom tomatoes didn’t work either. The
passion fruit worked out okay, but they still didn’t yield
well enough to benefit the farmers.
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Children from the Namrata Shah
Children’s Home with Rebecca
Wanjohe, the head matron and cook.

“Not everything has been a rosy success,” Tipton said.
“Fortunately, we’ve had more successes than failures.”
So then they moved on to green beans, which did
remarkably well as they sold them to a local cannery. Then
the farmers divvied their profits. They tasted success again
with the next crop and soon started looking forward to
establishing a foothold for themselves. Then, in the middle
of their third growing season, drought struck. Their water
source completely dried up, and Tipton and his farmers
could only sell half their product. From this setback,
however, he took several lessons.
“I learned that working together in a contract job
could go forth as a model,” he said. “Organizing farmers
was the most beneficial way to see they got their earnings
because canneries aren’t going to work with single farmers
working a couple of acres. If we could form co-ops, we
could get contracts. I also understood just how much water
green beans need and how lucky we were to get two good
crops. They just weren’t going to work in the long run.”
So, Tipton went back to passion fruit, which did
better than before, but he kept experimenting with other
crops – butternut squash, sunflowers, bird of paradise
flowers, onions, and rice. He worked with 140 farmers
that year. The next year, it was 170 farmers. Then, with the
bishop’s blessing, he started expanding outside the diocese,
using a modified version of the cooperative prototype he
developed that first year.
“Because we didn’t want to establish a cycle of dependency, we started a small credit firm – a production development institution – that would grant seed money to the
farmers. But soon enough, it got too burdensome,” he said.
Now the farmers work with Kenyan-based microfinance
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institutions, a practice that allows Tipton to focus
on his passions – farming and communicating.
The demonstration farm where Tipton
works most now is yet another mode for Planting
Faith to help needy Kenyans. While Tipton uses
the farm to educate project managers on new
techniques and to introduce buyers and investors
to Planting Faith’s farmers, the farm’s proceeds
go directly to the Anglican Church of Kenya’s
Namrata Shah Children’s Home, which owns
the farmland. The home provides nutrition,
education, and shelter to 34 children orphaned
by HIV/AIDS.
Tipton hopes Planting Faith can work with
all of Kenya by hiring project managers who will
organize 30-person farming groups that they can
then teach sound farming techniques, assist in
market research, and connect them to financiers
and buyers.
This hope stems from Tipton’s desire to make Planting
Faith’s work truly sustainable.
“I’m doing all of this so that the farmers won’t need us
anymore.”
And from what Tipton has seen thus far, they are
not far from that dream. He recalled one of many
instances when the farmers taught him.
“I was working with a farming group growing rice,
when the drought that has consumed all of East Africa
hit,” he said. “The price of all grains was steadily moving
upward. The farmers, instead of doing what I considered
the rational thing – selling to a large rice buyer when
they had a profitable price – were holding onto their rice
and waiting for the price to rise as high as possible. This
is called ‘holding and hoping.’ You just don’t do that. So
I told them that anything could happen, and the prices
would plummet. What they were doing was incredibly
risky. But then they showed me. They had an established
price floor in the local community, where a bag of rice
always sold for at least 3,500 shillings [$39.11 US]. So,
essentially, they had an informal futures market, created
a hedge, and I didn’t even know it. Some of them held
out and got as high as 6,000 shillings [$66.00 US] for
their rice.”
This moment goes hand-in-hand with the deeper
lesson Tipton has spent nearly seven years spreading to
hundreds of Kenyans: With an understanding of one’s
assets and a deep commitment to using them fully, one
is capable of bountiful rewards, even in the most
deprived environments.
For more information on Planting Faith Ministries,
visit www.plantingfaith.org.

National News
Colcolough Wins
Writing Award
The National Council of
Teachers of English has awarded
senior Britt Colcolough ’12 an
Achievement Award in Writing. The
English Department faculty selected
Colcolough as their nominee for the
award during his junior year. Colcolough prepared a portfolio of his
best writing.
“I picked an essay I wrote during my freshman
year about my clumsiness and massive size because I
write my best when I am comfortable with the subject
material. It was easy to make fun of my disproportionately large feet or falling in front of a crowd of
girls, and after revising some freshman grammar
errors, it turned out well. I was also very opinionated
about the timed, impromptu topic and had lots to say,
which always helps.”

Colcolough, who is currently in
Nat Akin’s senior-level Short Story
Composition class, said that all of his MUS
English instructors helped him win this
award, including Terry Shelton, Norman
Thompson, and Elizabeth Crosby.
“My freshman year, Mr. Thompson
built on Mr. Shelton’s grammatically
meticulous eighth-grade teaching and
introduced me to thoroughly analyzing a
novel. The next year, Mr. Akin used that
foundation to show me how to search
for significant meaning within the text.
Mrs. Crosby brought the skills from both
classes together in my junior year, honing
my ability to interpret the meaning of a
passage and write an eloquent response.”
Colcolough is heavily involved at school and in the
community. He is president of the student council,
assistant editor of The Owl’s Hoot, and vice president
of the Civic Service Organization. He also is a National
Honor Society inductee, a student ambassador, and
a lettered athlete in football and track. Outside of
school, he tutors for Refugee Empowerment Program
and is involved with the youth group at Second
Presbyterian Church.

36 Percent
of Seniors
Named in
Scholarship
Competition
Fifteen seniors were
recently named National
Merit Semifinalists for
the 2011-12 school
year. Pictured left to right, John Newman, John David Christman, Lane Sally, Garrott Graham, George
Ormseth, Danny Galvin, Ashish Nathani, Jake Greenstein, Carson House, Eli Goldstein, Nicholas Rouse,
Jackson Darr, Nathan Franklin, Max Barzel, and Nathan Feler (not pictured) are part of a prestigious group
of approximately 16,000 students competing for scholarships from the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.
The NMSC will select scholarship winners in July 2012. The first phase of the competition reduces 1.5 million
entrants to 16,000 semifinalists, or less than 1 percent of U.S. high school seniors.
Seniors Charles Belina, Charlie Freeburg, Scott Freeburg, Edward Good, John Grayson, Michael
Green, William Hammond, Wil Hergenrader, Morgan Hunt, Mark Sorensen, Nate Utkov, Henry Valk,
Alex Weinstein, and Andrew Wilensky were recognized by the NMSC as National Merit Commended Students.
These young men received Letters of Commendation for their strong academic performance.
Seniors Anthony Hodges and Jazz Singh were named National Achievement Scholarships semifinalists, a
group of 1,600 or 10 percent of the total number of students who began competing in the 48th annual National
Achievement Scholarship Program last year. This competition, also conducted by the NMSC, will announce scholarship winners in April 2012.
The program selects candidates for each phase of the competition by evaluating each student’s academic
performance and educational goals, his record of activities and leadership, two sets of test scores and an essay,
his school’s curricula and grading system, and his school official’s written recommendation.
These 31 academically-talented Owls make up 36 percent of the Class of 2012.
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Recent Board Changes

by Noah Black and Dev Varma

In August, MUS greeted three new members of the Board of Trustees. Along with their impressive credentials, Glenn A.
Crosby II ’77, Robert M. Fockler ’77, and J. Brett Grinder ’91 brought to the board a tireless enthusiasm for the school’s
mission. As these three members assumed their new positions, Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60, Harry Hill III ’66, and
Richard L. Fisher ’72 retired from their leading roles, leaving behind a legacy of dedication and compassion.

Outgoing...

Dick Fisher ’72

Dick Fisher came to the Board of
Trustees in 1988 and brought with him
a host of talents. He is a certified public
accountant, a certified financial planner,
and a chartered financial consultant. All of
these skills proved integral to his longtime
function as the treasurer of the Board
of Trustees. Fisher sat on the Executive
Committee and the Business Operations
subcommittee of the Strategic Planning
Committee. He was a founding member of
the D. Eugene Thorn Society and an enthusiastic member of Task Force 2001.
“Dick served as chair of our Finance
Committee for most of his 24 years on
the board,” Chairman Bob Loeb ’73
said. “Under his leadership, the committee
assisted in completely reorganizing the
business office, improving the school’s
financial reporting, and leading multiple
bond financings that helped in the building
and endowing of numerous improvements
under the Doors to New Opportunities and
subsequent capital campaigns.”
At his last board meeting, Fisher said,
“It has been a real privilege these many years
serving alongside such incredibly capable
and talented board members who love MUS
as much as education itself.”
Fisher has lent his talents to many
charitable organizations in the greater
Memphis community. A former president
of The Phoenix Club, he also has served on
the boards for Young Life, the Boys and
Girls Club of Memphis, and as chairman of
Memphis Chrysalis. He currently teaches
guitar to cancer patients living at St. Jude’s
Target House.
Fisher earned his B.S. and M.S.
degrees in accounting from the University
of Virginia. The former president and
CEO of Dunavant Capital Management,
he now serves as an executive-in-residence
at Rhodes College, where he teaches a
course about fiscal discipline and money
management. Fisher also counsels students
in corporate ethics, business writing, and
interviewing skills.
Fisher and his wife, Dot, have two
daughters, Dottie and Bailey.
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Hank Hill ’66

Hank Hill has building in his blood.
He has been touted by many real estate
professionals as the most knowledgeable
builder in the Memphis area. When Hill
joined the Board of Trustees in 1988, he
brought his expertise into his work on the
Building and Grounds, Athletic, and Long
Range Facilities Planning committees. He
is a founding member of the D. Eugene
Thorn Society, a past president of the
Alumni Association, and a recent Volunteer
of the Year Award winner. But most
important, Hill has been a dear friend to
the school.
“The MUS community will be forever
indebted to Hank for his dedicated service,
skillfully directing numerous capital and
operating improvements to the campus
over two decades, entirely on a volunteer
basis,” Loeb said. “In addition, Hank has
contributed significantly to the Athletic and
Drug and Alcohol committees.”
Hill’s commitment to the campus runs
deep. He built the headmaster’s house on
Massey in 1980.
“I had been building only four years
and was scared to death, but the trustees
at that time were kind and very forgiving,”
Hill said.
In 2007, he helped build additions for
the lacrosse and soccer fields that contained
restroom facilities, storage, and new field
lights. He also made generous contributions
to the Sue H. Hyde Sports and Physical
Education Center and supported the Doors
to New Opportunities Campaign.
Hill and his wife, Linda, have three
sons – Sam, Tucker, and Hank ’10.

Alex Wellford ’60

“Alex Wellford joined the MUS board
in 1986, seven years before most of our
graduating seniors were born,” Loeb recalled.
“He has faithfully served the school for 26
years, most recently on three committees –
Education, Legal, and Development.”
Since his election, he has left quite an
impression on the board and the school. He
was a founding member of the D. Eugene
Thorn Society and a former chairman of the
Annual Fund. In 1996, he was instrumental
in establishing the Alexander W. Wellford
Award in memory of his father, who led the
efforts to build the new MUS and served
as the school’s chairman of the board for
24 years. Wellford also has been a frequent
contributor to MUS Today.
Although he is stepping down from the
board, Wellford is not stepping away from
the school.
“Alex has generously agreed to chair
our Honorary Board of Trustees,” Loeb
said, “keeping prior trustees informed and
connected with the school.”
Wellford received his B.A. from
Princeton University and his J.D. from Yale
Law School. He is an attorney at Farris,
Bobango, and Branan PLC and is a past
president of the Memphis Bar Association.
Wellford also serves with his daughter,
Megan, as the lay readers who conduct
church services at Third Church of Christ,
Scientist, and he continues as president of his
neighborhood association.
Wellford and his wife, Karen, have two
children, Alexander ’89 and Megan. Megan
is married to newly-elected board member
Brett Grinder, making this recent board
change a family affair.

Incoming...

Glenn Crosby ’77

While Glenn Crosby has often left
Memphis during the course of his studies,
his ties to the city, his family, and his alma
mater meant that his return was never in
doubt. After he graduated from MUS,
Crosby studied biology at Rhodes College
where he played baseball, was a member
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, and
studied abroad at Oxford University’s St.
John’s College in England. After earning
a B.S. from Rhodes in 1981, Crosby started
his postgraduate work in Washington,
DC, receiving an M.S. in biology from
Georgetown University in 1986. He then
graduated from the University of Tennessee’s medical school, completed his surgical
internship at Harvard University, and
returned to DC. Upon completing his
neurosurgery residency at George
Washington University Medical Center,
Crosby returned to his hometown.
After working at the Semmes-Murphey
neurosurgical clinic, he opened his own
practice, the Crosby Clinic, which specializes
in spinal surgery. Accomplished in his field,
Crosby was recognized this year by the
Memphis Flyer as one of the area’s foremost
experts in neurological surgery. He also
serves on the boards of Presbyterian Day
School and the Youth Leadership
of Memphis.
“We welcome Glenn, a true
renaissance man – medical entrepreneur,
athlete, and gentleman farmer,” Loeb
said. “He continues his family’s tradition,
succeeding his father, Dr. V. Glenn Crosby,
who served on the board from 1984 to
2002. Glenn will be an excellent addition
to the Development Committee and Drug
and Alcohol Committee. His brothers,
Mark ’79, Scott ’82, and Andrew ’89,
also attended MUS.
Reflecting on his time at the school,
Crosby said, “I can truly say that my
education and experiences at MUS are
some of the defining experiences of my life.
I am certain most of our alumni feel the
same way. I want to sustain these experiences for both current and future students,
including my sons. That’s why I am willing to
pour my energies into helping MUS continue
to thrive and maintain an environment
unlike any other for boys, where they can
develop into honorable and educated men.”
Crosby and his wife, Liz, have two
sons, Walker and Jack ’17.

Robert Fockler ’77

It is safe to say that Robert Fockler
is both excited and well prepared for
joining the Board of Trustees.
“I was delighted to have been asked
to serve on the board,” Fockler said.
“MUS prepared me well for college and
for life, and it has done the same for
my son. I’m looking forward to helping
sustain and enhance that legacy in the
years to come.”
But he is not the only one: Loeb
said he is thrilled to have Fockler on
the board.
“Bob brings a wealth of resources to
us from his relationships in the Memphis
community and his experience in finance
and management of not-for-profit
organizations,” Loeb said. “Bob brings
great talent to our Development and
Education committees.”
Fockler is no stranger to sizable
projects that benefit the Memphis
community. After working his way up
to managing director and manager of
the mortgage finance division of Morgan
Keegan and Company, he began working
with the Community Foundation of
Greater Memphis which manages
charitable funds established by
individuals, families, and organizations
around the city. In 2002, he served on
the foundation’s board of governors,
its grants and initiatives committee,
its non-profit capacity building subcommittee, and its donor relations and
development committee. In 2006,
he became the foundation’s president,
a position he still holds today.
Fockler and his wife, Tina, have
two children, Katherine and Ted ’10.

Brett Grinder ’91

After graduating from MUS,
Grinder studied civil engineering at
Georgia Institute of Technology, where
he was heavily involved in Sigma Nu
Fraternity and Chi Epsilon, the civil
engineering honor society. He is vice
president at Grinder, Taber and Grinder,
Inc. and serves on the board of West
Tennessee Associated Builders and
Contractors. A supporter of the arts in
Memphis, Grinder sits on the board of
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art.
He also has stayed connected to
MUS and his fellow alumni through his
work as class representative for the Class
of 1991 and his service to the Alumni
Executive Board.
“I consider it a high honor to be
joining the MUS Board of Trustees,”
Grinder said. “The education I received
and the friendships I developed as a
student at MUS are priceless to me,
and my experiences as an alumnus and
class representative have been extremely
rewarding. I am very grateful to be a part
of the MUS community, and am excited
about being able to further contribute to
the future of the school as a trustee.”
Loeb described what is in store
for Grinder.
“Brett will continue, along with
Owen Tabor ’85, the Wellford family
tradition of service on the MUS board –
a Wellford family member has served
continuously since the school’s rebirth
in 1955,” he said. “After a brief apprenticeship under Hank Hill, Brett will chair
the Building and Grounds Committee,
a critical and time-intensive role.”
Grinder and his wife, Megan, are the
parents of Anne and Edward.
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Driving the Family Business
by Kem Pollard

Cars, families,
and business
are intrinsically
connected for these
alumni. In addition
to their alma mater,
they share the rewards
and complexities of automotive careers as well
as the joys and challenges of working in the family
business. Running the daily operations of large car
dealerships is something they take in stride, but don’t
take for granted. Here’s how they each took the wheel
of their car business and steered it to success while
navigating economic pressures along the way.

Ben Keras ’ 95
Ben Keras took a circuitous route to becoming
the third generation to help run his family’s car
business. Keras started working at his family’s
dealership while he was a student at MUS, but after
graduation from the University of Tennessee, he headed
to Boston to pursue a career in
accounting. Although Keras
enjoyed accounting and liked
living in Boston, he had a change
of heart after meeting his future
wife, Lauren.
“I realized that having your
own business is a good thing,”
he recalled.
Keras returned to Memphis in
2001 and today is president of Jim
Keras Automotive. The company
manages three new car franchises
(Subaru, Nissan, and Chevrolet)
and three independent used car
lots, all located in Memphis. Keras
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works primarily
with the Chevrolet
franchise.
In spite of
the recent economic
downturn, Keras says
his particular business
has not been hurt as severely as some
might expect.
“We run pretty steadily, pretty solidly,” he said.
“Thankfully, the car business in Memphis has not
suffered nearly as badly as the rest of the country.
Historically, our dealership doesn’t have dramatic
ups or downs. Lately, business has really come back
pretty strongly.”
Although Keras says he didn’t learn anything
specifically about the car business at MUS, he took
away many important lessons and benefitted from the
challenging curriculum.
“I remember walking into that first class and just
being amazed and a little overwhelmed,” he said.
“MUS was so much harder than college was, and it
challenged me as a student, taught me how to figure
out things on my own, and how to work independently.
It made me so much more
Ben Keras
prepared for college than I would
at the Chevy
havebeen otherwise.
dealership
“Thanks to MUS, I grew
to be self-motivated and selfsufficient, and these are things I
carried over into my adult life,”
Keras said. “I also learned a
lot about how to interact with
people, a skill I still use every
day in my business.”
Keras and his wife have
three daughters, twins who are
named for their maternal grandmothers, Jane and Nellie, age 4,
and Molly, 2 months.

Harrell Schaeffer ’ 71

also more sophisticated from a marketing standpoint.
Ad campaigns are a lot more professional and business
oriented now.”
Schaeffer says the long hours that it takes to run
Harrell Schaeffer began his retail automotive career
a successful dealership can be the most challenging
in high school, working summer jobs in the service and
aspect of the business.
parts department of his father Milton’s Bluff City Buick
“A normal work week for a dealer is 60 hours, and
dealership in Memphis. After high school, Schaeffer
if
the
dealership is open on Sundays, the hours are
attended Texas Christian University before joining
even longer,” he said. “But it’s
the Air National Guard.
a unique business and one in
He began his full-time car
which you pretty much have to
business career in 1973,
grow up in to fully understand
learning the ropes by working
and be successful. Generally,
in the new and used car sales
it’s not something that you just
departments of the dealership
decide to go into without any
before being named general
background.”
manager in 1977.
Working with family also
Schaeffer completed
can
present unique challenges.
the General Motors sales
“Out of the five children in
management training
my
family,
four of my siblings are
program and graduated from
in the car business,” Schaeffer
the General Motors Institute’s
said. “And my daughter, Farrar
Dealership Management
Schaeffer, is president of our
Development program, one of
Harrell
and
Farrar
Schaeffer
company. Having a family
the premier training courses
business is wonderful, but it can
in the country for dealer candibe
a
problem
on
holidays
when the spouses are over in a
dates. In 1981, he was instrumental in obtaining one of
corner while the rest of us talk shop.” he said. “It’s hard
the first Isuzu franchises in Memphis. Three years later,
not to talk about work when we get together because the
Schaeffer partnered with his father and his brother,
car business is like the air we breathe. It’s really nice to
Joey Schaeffer ’77, to form Bluff City Jaguar, Inc. A
have family members who are in the trenches with you
Land Rover franchise was soon added, and, by the end
and to have people you know you can count on.”
of the decade, the Schaeffer brothers and their sister, Jill
Having loved ones to depend on is particularly
Broer, had acquired Nissan and Suzuki dealerships in
important during tough times, Schaeffer said.
Memphis.
“The recession has been quite challenging, but
Schaeffer and his brother eventually acquired
business is definitely improving now,” he said. “The
Cadillac, SAAB, Toyota, and Volkswagen dealerships
more expensive the car, the easier they’ve been to
in Huntsville and Gadsden, AL. In 1995, the brothers
sell the past couple of years. Upscale, smaller volume
partnered to build a Jaguar/Land Rover dealership in
franchises have been hit less hard than cars in the lower
Little Rock, AR, where they received the prestigious
price ranges.”
Pride of Jaguar award for two consecutive years. Today,
Schaeffer has returned to MUS occasionally to visit
Schaeffer focuses only on the Bluff City Jaguar/Land
his brother-in-law, former academic dean, Rick Broer.
Rover Memphis store where he is chairman, senior vice
“I have great memories of MUS,” Schaeffer said.
president, and partner.
“The funniest thing I remember was when I was in
Over the years, Schaeffer says he’s seen a lot of
the eighth grade, and Coach [Gene] Thorn approached
changes in the automotive business.
me. He said, ‘Mr. Schaeffer, do you have $1.50 on
“It’s a lot more sedate and laid back, for one thing,”
you?’ I responded, ‘Yes, sir,’ naively thinking that he
he said, “especially compared to the wild, exciting
wanted to borrow the money. He said, ‘Good. Use it
days of marketing to get attention – the ‘anything goes’
to get a haircut!’”
approach. Today, business is more competitive, but it’s
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the recession
much better
than some other
car companies
because the
Along with his brother, Harrell, Joey
quality, dependSchaeffer is a graduate of the General Motors sales
ability, and good
management and dealership programs. Prior to
gas mileage of
the intensive dealer training, Schaeffer graduated
the Honda and
from Texas Christian University with a degree in
Nissan brands
business administration and marketing and went
Kristi and Joey Schaeffer with their daughters,
made the cars
to work at Bluff City Buick in Memphis.
Bryson, Rebecca, and Miles
good choices for
After partnering in the automobile business for
many consumers during the lean economic times.”
many years, the Schaeffers divided the businesses
Wolfchase Honda has gone from being at the
in 1996.
bottom of the company ratings when Schaeffer first
“It was a good business decision for all of us, and
acquired it to being ranked the best Honda dealership
we are still very close,” Joey Schaeffer said.
in Tennessee and among the top Honda dealerships
Having bought the Memphis Honda dealership
nationwide.
on Elvis Presley Boulevard in 1991, he also retained
Schaeffer has seen the car business change in a lot
ownership of the Nissan dealership on Getwell Road.
of ways, but he said the foundation and the basics of
Looking long-term to house the two dealerships near
the business remain the same.
each other, Schaeffer purchased a 14-acre tract of land
“It’s extremely competitive now with so many
at Germanton Road and Highway 64 and completed
different brands and models on the market,” he said.
the arduous process of having the property re-zoned.
“For example, Honda alone used to have four main
Schaeffer’s Honda franchise relocated there in 2002 and
car models, and now it has 13. The prevalence of
the Nissan dealership followed in 2006 (both shown
sports utility vehicles has also dramatically changed
above). Today, the autoplex forms Wolfchase Honda
the landscape of the industry. Another difference is
& Nissan and Schaeffer Automotive Group, of which
that service and parts are integral components of
Schaeffer is president.
our business today, where they used to be considered
“Business was going great for several years, then
more of a sideline for dealers. Because of the price of
the recession flattened things out for a while,” Schaeffer
said. “I’m happy to say that now we are steadily
cars, we’re also a lot more focused on financing than
we used to be.
climbing again. Overall, we were able to weather

Joey Schaeffer ’ 77
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“MUS prepared
me in many ways for
the car business,”
he said. “Hearing
about the Honor
System from an early
age ingrained the
importance of trust
and integrity in my
business and personal
life. The school has
been a huge part of
my life and, although
I don’t have any
sons, I still support
it because it is a
great place.”
Schaeffer laughed when he recalled one
particular way that his MUS experience helped him
cope with the seven-day work week that dealership
life often demands.
“I didn’t know it then, but all the time that Mr.
[Ellis] Haguewood had me spend in Saturday school
helped me prepare for working on the weekends.”
Schaeffer and his wife, Kristi, have three daughters,
Bryson, Rebecca, and Miles, all of whom have
graduated from or attend St. Mary’s Episcopal School.

grandfather started the company in Watertown, SD.
The family moved the business to Memphis in 1939.
Hutton wasn’t always employed in the family enterprise, however. After graduating from MUS, Hutton
attended the University of Tennessee where he was
active in Navigators and Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
“After being a middle-of-the road student in high
school, I graduated from UT in 1976 with highest
honors,” Hutton said.
After graduating from college and marrying his
high-school sweetheart, Lisa Pridgen, Hutton went to
work for Memphis Bank & Trust.
“I thought I’d be a career banker,” Hutton said.
“I worked there for ten years and even completed
Vanderbilt Banking School and the Banking School of
the South at Louisiana State University.”
After consolidation in the banking industry led to
the sale of Memphis Bank & Trust, Hutton decided to
leave banking and go to work for his brother, Chuck,
selling used cars. He eventually worked his way
through all the different departments of the dealership

Henry Hutton ’ 72
One history test still stands out in Henry Hutton’s
memory.
“It was the first test in Mr. [Leigh] MacQueen’s
class,” he remembered. “In addition to testing us on the
reading material, which I had studied, he also tested us
on the details of the photographs in the history book,
which I had not studied. This taught me that details are
important and should not be overlooked. I never again
forgot the importance of paying attention to details in
anything I pursued. There were a lot of great teachers
at school, but Mr. MacQueen made a big impression
on me – one that I’ve never forgotten.”
Hutton has had plenty of details to keep up with
these days in his dual roles as president of Chuck
Hutton Chevrolet, Scion, and Toyota, and president
of Mid-South Accessory Distribution. His family has
been in the car business since 1919, when Hutton’s

Steve and Henry Hutton
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and took over as dealer principal in 1995. Hutton
purchased the Toyota store in 2000.
Although quite different from banking, Hutton said
the car business has been very rewarding.
“Being in the car business is like being around
people who are waiting for Christmas every day,” he
said. “It’s fun, and it’s exciting because people are
fulfilling their dreams.
“Cars represent different things to different people,”
Hutton said. “For some a car represents status, for
some it represents fun, and for others it reflects their
livelihood and aspirations. It’s also a very diverse
business. Some days, I deal with selling, maintenance,
wrecks, and parts all within a few hours. And once you
pay your dues in this business, you are pretty much the
master of your own fate.”

Three generations of Huttons are pictured at the dealership:
Henry and Steve flanking Tom, Sr. (now deceased) who was
also a former MUS board member.

Hutton has built his career on one simple principle.
“It’s important to put people first. Always look for a
relationship, not a sale,” he said.
This people-before-profit attitude is reflected not
only in Hutton’s business, but in his personal life as
well. “I came to Christ as a senior in high school, and
my life verse is Proverbs 3:5-6,” he said. “’Trust in the
Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own
understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him, and
He will make your paths straight.’
“The challenging economy has reinforced that
this verse is really true,” Hutton said. “If you trust in
Him, He really does provide. This has been the worst
economy in which to operate a car dealership since
the 1920s. This tough phase has taught me the value of
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good people, accountability, and that we can often get
by on a whole lot less than we thought.”
A timely trip to Africa also helped put things in
perspective for Hutton.
“I went to Uganda with my church right before the
recession began, and seeing firsthand that 54 percent of
the world lives on less than $400.00 a month was very
sobering for me,” he said. “In this country, we really
don’t have any problems compared to that.”
In addition to his dealership duties, Hutton is a
member of Living Hope Church and e3partners.org, an
international ministry that helps Christians establish
churches. He also supports the Neighborhood School
and is a former member of the Board of Trustees at
MUS and Grace-St. Luke’s Episcopal School.
Hutton relied heavily on his faith in 2003 when
his son, Henry, Jr., “Hutt,” was killed in an accident.
A junior at Mississippi State University, Hutt had
planned to enter the mission field. It was a tragic loss
for the family.
“My other son, Steve, has continued our family’s
car business legacy and works at the dealership with
me,” Hutton said. “And we have three lovely and
delightful granddaughters, Marie, and twins, Abby
and Hannah.”
Along with the history test, Hutton took away
another valuable lesson from his years at 6191 Park.
“MUS taught me something that I still use every
day,” he said. “Success isn’t knowing all the answers,
but it’s knowing how to find them. I feel blessed to have
been a student there.”

Tal Vickers ’ 91
When the Memphis Dobbs family
sold their considerable automobile
dealership interests in 1997, Tal Vickers
was the only family member still in the
car business. Vickers had graduated from
the University of Alabama two years
before with a business degree, and went
to work right away to learn the ropes of
dealership operations at Courtesy Honda
in Memphis.
About a year and a half later, Vickers
had the chance to buy back the Toyota/
Lexus dealership (shown above) that his
family had owned in Mobile, AL. With his brother,
Jay Dobbs, as a silent partner in the business, Vickers
became president of Springhill Toyota/Lexus of Mobile
and moved to the Gulf Coast.
“Mobile is a great town and wonderful place to
raise a family,” he said.
Vickers points out that, although the car
market in Mobile is a little smaller than the
Memphis market, it is more competitive.
“For example, we have about as many Toyota
dealers in the Mobile market as in Memphis, but
our market is only about half the size,” he said.
“So, there’s a little more competition for business,
but both are good car markets.”
Instead of viewing the recent recession in a
negative light, Vickers thinks weathering the bad
economy has actually made a positive difference
for car dealers.
“In many ways, the recession forced us to make
changes that we probably should have made years
ago,” he said. “In the car business, many of us got
used to sales and profit increases most years, and
we may not have been running as tight a ship as
we could have. The economic downturn forced
us to get leaner, to look more closely at expenses,
and just to take a long, hard look at how we were
running our businesses. It taught me great lessons
in how to be a better manager. The market is better
now, and we certainly think that the worst is over;
but I hope that I remember these lessons and keep
them in the front of my mind for the future.”

That future definitely looks bright for Vickers. In
addition to the Mobile dealership, he has acquired two
others in the state, Honda of Jasper and Hyundai of
Jasper, about 45 miles north of Birmingham.
“We are excited to be growing and expanding into
another part of the state,” he said.
The prospect of running multiple businesses is not
at all daunting for Vickers.
“There’s no doubt that the preparation necessary
to succeed in the classroom at MUS prepared me for
college and beyond,” Vickers said. “During my first
year of college, I realized I was much better prepared
than my classmates. The whole experience made it
easier in college and in the business world to handle the
workload and to make good decisions.
“I had the benefit of having a very small class at
MUS, and I am still really close to some of those guys,”
he said. “I formed lifelong friendships and connections.
I wish my boys could go to school there because it was
such a good experience for me.”

Today, Tal Vickers lives in Mobile with his wife, Julie, sons
Sims, 15, and Dobbson, 12, and daughter Sage, 9.
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Fly fishing is a complicated sport. From hundreds of potential patterns,
		
the angler first must select precisely the correct fly type, size, and color,
				
taking into consideration the season, weather, stream conditions,
						and the whims of finicky fish.
Many, if not most, fly fishermen choose to return the fish to the water unharmed,
			
giving back what they took great time and care to capture.
					
In fly fishing, the release is the reward.

Hooked On Giving
by Kem Pollard

Scott and Carolyn
Heppel are a
dynamic team,
especially when
it comes to
supporting their
philanthropic
interests.

Scott Heppel ’64 has released thousands of trophy

fish back into the wild all over the world. To those who
know him well, it comes as no surprise that Heppel is an
accomplished fly fisherman. Meticulous in nature, intensely
curious, intellectually driven, and an avid outdoorsman,
Heppel is perfectly suited for mastering the complexities
and demands of fly fishing.
The same characteristics that make Heppel successful
at fly fishing also made him successful in school, business,
and numerous community endeavors. After graduating
from MUS, he attended the University of Tennessee. A
boating accident his senior year caused a ruptured disk and
slightly delayed his graduation with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in finance until 1969.
He went to work that year at Union Planters Bank
in Memphis where he started as a management trainee,
worked in real estate lending, and managed the credit and
loan services departments, rising through the ranks to
eventually run the international division.
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While at Union Planters, Heppel was involved in
community activities in spite of his long working hours.
He became a fundraiser for WKNO, served on the
Memphis Arts Council, and became chairman of the
board of the Mid-South School of Banking.
Heppel worked at Union Planters until 1980, when
his father, Philip S. Heppel, passed away. The elder
Heppel had started a successful Memphis company called
Mid-South Oxygen in 1946. Scott Heppel had worked
there during summers in high school and had served on
the board of directors.
The business employed several members of the
Heppel family, including Scott’s brother, Chris Heppel,
vice president and manager of the medical division, and his
brother-in-law, Chip Valentine, president and chief executive
officer. His uncle, Fred Heppel, had retired from the
business about three years earlier. After helping to hire his
replacement at Union Planters, Heppel joined Mid-South
Oxygen in October 1980 as chief financial officer.

“Over the next 15 years, Mid-South grew substantially and expanded from three to eight locations,” Heppel
said. “Mid-South merged with Standard Welders Supply/
Standard Oxygen Services in 1996.”
The company, known as NexAir after the merger,
became the second largest, privately-owned distributor of
gases and welding supplies in the United States and one of
the largest International Organization for Standardization
certified cylinder gas plants in the country. Today, NexAir
supplies industrial, specialty, medical, and bulk gases as
well as dry ice, medical equipment, welding equipment,
and supplies. The company has 21 locations across the
South and 275 employees.
In 2003, the Heppel family sold its interest in NexAir
to the company’s other partners. Heppel continued to serve
as CFO of NexAir until his retirement in 2008. After
his retirement, he began to focus on longtime hobbies:
fly fishing, back-country camping, cross-country skiing,
hiking, reading, outdoor photography, and wine collecting.
Although Heppel and his wife, Carolyn, frequently
travel to faraway locations such as New Zealand, Belize,
Argentina, Italy, Alaska, Mexico, and France for these
activities, their favorite place is Trailside, the Montana
mountain retreat that they built in 1999.

Memphis Music
I

n addition to their hobbies, both Heppels are
passionate about giving back to their communities in
Memphis and in Montana. While they support many
organizations and charities, the Memphis Symphony
Orchestra and the Yellowstone Park Foundation are
especially close to their hearts. They are 25-year subscribers
to the Memphis Symphony, and Scott has served on the
board of directors for more
than ten years, during which
time he chaired the marketing
and development committees.
“I first became interested
in classical music while I was
a student at MUS,” Heppel
said. “My French teacher,
David Morelock, would have
us listen to Carmen and would
translate. I remember buying
my first classical records while
I was still in high school.”

Heppel’s affinity for classical music intensified when he
suffered a detached retina in 1982 and lost complete vision
for a few days following surgery to fix the problem.
“I had a patch on both eyes and couldn’t read or
go outside, so I listened to WKNO’s classical music
programs,” he explained. “Those days elevated my interest
in classical music, and I bought an early CD player and
started collecting classical recordings.”
That classical collection has grown to about 800 CDs
today.
“After I recovered, I wanted to experience the live
performances of what I had heard, so Carolyn and I started
attending the Memphis Symphony and would make a
point to visit other symphonies when we traveled. I quickly
discovered that, no matter how good your audio system is,
nothing compares to a live orchestral performance.”
Heppel soon became involved in donating and helping
to raise money for the Memphis Symphony, and he and
Carolyn quickly became two of the organization’s biggest
fans and supporters.
“The goal of the Memphis Symphony is to provide a
meaningful musical experience, and they do an excellent
job of that,” Heppel said. “I am so proud of our symphony,
and I encourage everyone in the Memphis area to make
it a point to attend a Memphis Symphony performance
and be prepared to be impressed and engaged. I’ve heard
orchestras around the country, and it’s hard to find a
more enjoyable orchestral experience than the Memphis
Symphony in the Cannon Center under the direction of
Mei-Ann Chen.
“The symphony has really developed a national
reputation for innovation,” he said. “We have truly
incredible musicians who focus on giving to our
community and who want to play even more than their

Participating in the “Leading
From Every Chair” program
at the Memphis Symphony,
Andrew Plunkett throws himself
into the role of conductor,
as Jordan Rogers (left) sits
and observes beside Concert
Master Susanna Perry Gilmore.
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budgeted schedule, so they came up with the idea
to create Opus One, a musician-led concert series,”
Heppel said. “With Mellon Foundation Grants and
some board member support, they offer three Opus
One concerts a year for which they have raised the
money themselves. The concerts mix classical selections with other musical genres. Our Chamber
Music series is also a delightful, intimate musical
experience, and those concerts moved to Hutchison
School this fall.”
Another innovative effort by the Memphis
Symphony is the “Leading From Every Chair”
training program in which major companies such
as AutoZone and FedEx have participated. Eddie
Batey, director of the Memphis Leaders program at
MUS, took the junior class through the program this
year as part of the Memphis Leaders curriculum.
“The idea is to take the synergy between
symphony musicians and translate that into
teamwork development for companies,” Heppel
explained. “This is another program that has
garnered national recognition for the symphony and
for Memphis. Along with our musicians, the entire
Memphis Symphony staff works incredibly hard to
promote our orchestra and our city.”
That feeling of admiration for a job well done is
mutual, according to symphony leaders.
“Scott is the kind of board member that you
wish you could clone,” said Ryan Fleur, president
and CEO of the Memphis Symphony Orchestra.
“He goes out and advocates for our organization,
and he has been extremely helpful with fundraising.
Even though Scott spends a lot of time out West,
he plans his schedule so that he and Carolyn can
attend as many symphony concerts and events as
possible. Scott is such a booster and a cheerleader for
us, and he does it because he loves the symphony as
well as Memphis.”

Montana Mountains
T

he roots of Heppel’s affiliation with the Yellowstone Park
Foundation began when he and Carolyn went on a business trip to
Big Sky in 1984.
“We cross-country skied on the trails and nearby backcountry
for the first time, and it was vastly better than our previous skiing
experiences,” he said. “We’ve been back every winter since 1986.”
Frequent visits to nearby Yellowstone National Park to pursue
outdoor activities, view wildlife, and take in the splendor of the
landscape fueled the couple’s desire to promote and preserve this
national treasure. As the official fundraising partner of the park,
the Yellowstone Park Foundation has raised more than $60 million
and funded more than 200 projects and initiatives since 1996.
“Our first donation opportunity was a historic 1889 painting
by James Everett Stuart for the Yellowstone archives,” Heppel said.
“Since then, Carolyn and I have both served on the foundation’s
advisory council and have
attended committee meetings.
I also have served on the
board of directors for six
years and have served as vice
chairman. I’ve also chaired
the personnel, finance, audit,
development, and trustee
management committees.
My second board term has
expired, and Carolyn has
been elected to the board
now. As an emeritus board
member, I currently chair an
ad hoc committee overseeing
the
restoration of the historic
MUS students tested different instruments during the “Leading from Every Chair” workshops.
Haynes Photo Shop building
With encouragement from the instructor, DJ Walker struggles to produce a sound from the
French horn, as classmates George Byars (left) and Arbre Jones (right) brace for the moment.
at Old Faithful.”
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Heppel said the Yellowstone Park Foundation is
extremely important to the park.
“The foundation makes it possible for the park to do
things they couldn’t normally do to enhance the visitor
experience and to help the wildlife,” he explained. “For
example, the foundation funds the wolf research program,
with which many people are familiar because it has
garnered worldwide recognition.”
The Yellowstone Park Foundation also supports other
wildlife-related projects, and the Heppels have contributed
to the foundation’s studies regarding trumpeter swans and
peregrine falcons.
“The foundation started out raising money for
individual projects,” Heppel said. “Now, we’re raising
money for broader strategic initiatives, too.”
The foundation’s current strategic initiative categories
include visitor experience, wildlife and
wilderness, cultural treasures, ranger
heritage, tomorrow’s stewards, and
greenest park.
In addition to wildlife studies, the Heppels have had
major involvement in many foundation projects, including
native fish restoration, Yellowstone environmental
stewardship, and the ranger fund initiative, as well as
curating and cataloging the collections at the Yellowstone
Heritage and Research Center. Carolyn has served on the
foundation’s grants committee, as well.
“Scott and Carolyn are quintessential volunteer leaders,”
said Nina Jaeger, director of major gifts for the Yellowstone Park Foundation. “Scott has never said ‘no’ to any
request by the foundation to take on a leadership position
as chair of several different committees during his tenure.
He and Carolyn have stepped forward with leadership
gifts for projects and initiatives that they care about,
and they›ve also helped promote and support the annual
fund and legacy giving because they understand how
important these areas are to institutional growth.
“As busy as they are, Scott and Carolyn have nearly
perfect attendance at meetings, which shows that they
make Yellowstone a priority,” Jaeger said. “They’ve also
shared the foundation’s mission with many of their friends.”
The Heppels’ enthusiasm for preserving these important
natural resources grew naturally from their own experiences.
“Because we’ve spent a lot of time backpacking in the
outdoors, Carolyn and I have a heightened awareness and
appreciation for conservation efforts,” Heppel said. “With
every trip we take together, we become more grateful
for the wilderness that is left, and we are reminded of its
importance in renewing the human spirit.”
The Heppels renew their own spirits every summer
during backpacking and fly fishing trips to places like
Yellowstone Park, the Wind River Range in Wyoming,
and the Bob Marshall Wilderness in Western Montana.
These trips give Heppel the opportunity to pursue
outdoor photography in pristine mountain river settings,
documenting the fish caught along the way.

Also patrons of the Buffalo Bill Historical Center
in Cody, WY, the Heppels routinely support regional
artists and craftsmen and enjoy collecting Western art and
furniture. Heppel is an enthusiastic student of Western
history and has an extensive library on the subject. In fact,
he is a lifelong reader and book collector and particularly
enjoys reading history, historical fiction, and literary fiction.
The Heppels also have been involved at the local and
state levels of the Sierra Club, which named Heppel the
winner of the national Ansel Adams Award for Conservation Photography in the 1970s, “one of the nicest recognitions in my life,” Heppel said. A slide presentation that
Heppel shot and produced about the Smoky Mountains
was used by the club for several years and by the National
Park Service in the Sugarlands Visitor Center of the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park for about ten years.

Open Hearts, Open Homes
A

mid his many interests and charitable endeavors,
Heppel carves out time for another personal passion.
“About ten years ago, I became interested in wine
collecting,” he said, estimating that his collection contains
several thousand bottles. “When it comes to wine, I’m
self-taught. Most of my wine knowledge was nurtured
by my participation in a small wine tasting group that we
call ‘Memphis Eight.’ We meet every other month with
a theme and interesting fine wine and food pairings. We
blind taste the wines, comment after each flight, and pick
the wine of the night at each meeting. Of course, we hire a
driver for the evening and never drive ourselves.”
Heppel is also a member of Memphis Wine and Food
Society, Commanderie de Bordeaux, and Confrérie de la
Chaîne des Rôtisseurs.
As with everything else that they do, the Heppels
generously share their wine collection and knowledge
frequently with friends and guests at their homes and social
events. From their hospitality to their generous community
and charitable involvement, the Heppels give to those
around them wherever they are.
“We both grew up in Memphis and feel that we have
an obligation to our community. We’ve come to love
Montana as well and feel the same responsibility there,”
Heppel said. “And we get so much more than we give
because we are fortunate to be involved in groups with
good people and great missions.”
Heppel remembers receiving a recognition award at
MUS graduation for public service. Although Heppel
has likely deserved many such awards for his unremitting
generosity since then, recognition is not what drives him.
As with the thrill of liberating a hard-won trophy trout
back into the stream, Heppel takes quiet joy in giving back
his time and resources to the organizations that he and his
wife support.
For Scott Heppel, the release is the reward.
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Gifts in Memory and Honor
Your gifts in memory of loved ones or in honor of special
friends directly enable young men at MUS to receive
the best education available. Memorials to Memphis
University School support the Annual Fund program.
Families of those whose memories are honored will be
notified by an appropriate card with an acknowledgment
to the donor. We gratefully acknowledge the following
gifts to the school:*

M

E M O R I A L S

WILLIAM M. AYRES, JR. ’69
Mr. Byron M. Brown IV ’97
Harry I. Bass
Mr. and Mrs. Pearce W. Hammond, Jr. ’86
Judy Boucek
Mr. Ronald L. Boucek
PEGGY WEBSTER CANALE
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Fisher, Jr. ’68
JANIE AND JERE CROOK
Jere L. Crook III ’63
DIANA CRUMP
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
MARY ELIZABETH “LIB” SPENCER DAVIS
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
HART G. DILLARD ’70
Mr. and Mrs. Hughes Mayo III ’70
Lt. Colonel George J. Whitlock ’70
William C. Doggrell ’60
Mr. and Mrs. Ben C. Adams ’74
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Evans ’58
BILLY HARKINS
	Dr. and Mrs. John E. Harkins
Thomas E. Harrison
Mr. Edward C. Cabigao ’01
Mr. and Mrs. E. Kennon Hampton
	Dr. and Mrs. Dennis Wright
Mr. Jeffrey R. Wright, Jr. ’07
William R. Hatchett
Mr. and Mrs. Norman S. Thompson, Jr.
WALTER G. HAYNES
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. Louie P. Sheppard,
		 Mr. Eric G. Sheppard ’08,
		 and Mr. Maxwell P. Sheppard ’11
BETTY WINFREY HINES
Mr. Perry D. Dement
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JOHN H. LAMMONS, JR. ’74
Mr. and Mrs. Ben C. Adams ’74
Ms. Inez T. Bailey, Ms. Faith Barcroft,
		 and Mr. Joel Bailey
Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Bell, Jr.
Mr. A. Robert Boelte, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Bryan
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard S. Bullock
	Collins Thomas & Associates
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred L. Cowles
Mrs. Barbara Dillon
Mrs. Lillian D. Dunavant
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Dunavant III ’78
Mr. and Mrs. G. Douglas Edwards, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Fisher ’72
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Grayson, Jr. ’78
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
	Dr. and Mrs. James C. Hall ’74
		
and Mrs. Beth C. Hall
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fraser Humphreys, Jr.
Mrs. Thomas H. Hutton, Sr.
Mr. Keith M. Ingram ’73
Mr. and Mrs. W. Kent Ingram, Jr. ’60
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Kay III ’75
The Charles Keller Family
Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Krausnick, Jr. ’79
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Loeb ’73
Mr. and Mrs. Barlow T. Mann ’71
Mr. Ralph Mattei
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Mueller IV ’75
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan E. Nearn ’59
Mr. James H. Patton
Mr. and Mrs. William O. Plyler
Mr. and Mrs. Alston J. Palmer ’74
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Perl
Mr. Thomas B. Preston
	Dr. and Mrs. William H. Rachels, Sr.
Mrs. Mary Ann Rinearson
Mr. and Mrs. W. Reid Sanders, Sr. ’67
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Stockley, Jr. ’76
Mr. and Mrs. B. Snowden Todd ’70
Mrs. Verna Turner
Mr. and Mrs. John K. Wilbourn ’77
	Dr. and Mrs. Mark E. Wiygul ’75
Leigh W. MacQueen
	Dr. and Mrs. John B. Romeiser ’66
JEFFREY H. MANIS
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III
	Dr. Sam J. Cox III and Mr. Sam J. Cox IV ’11
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. John H. Keesee ’69
		 and Mr. Jordan R. Keesee ’11
Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Perry
Mr. and Mrs. J. Courtnay Rudolph III ’77,
		 Mr. Jacob C. Rudolph IV ’10,
		 and Miss Taylor Ann Rudolph
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Russell

*Includes gifts received September 1– December 15, 2011
Angelé K. McClure
Mr. James McClure, Jr.
TOM MCDERMOTT
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Russell
DOROTHY GILROY MCDONALD
	Dr. and Mrs. R. Louis Adams ’70
Mr. P. Ryan Miller ’00
J. TERRY MCGOWAN ’79
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III
Mr. and Mrs. J. Stanley Evans
Mrs. J. Terry McGowan
CARTER LEE MURRAY ’94
Mr. and Mrs. Jack W. Buddenbohm
Jerrold W. Omundson
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory D. Graflund ’80
	Dr. Janice Jin Hwang and Dr. David Y. Hwang ’97
JOANNE MCEWEN PHELPS
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D. Moore, Jr. ’72
Scott M. Rembert ’70
Lt. Colonel George J. Whitlock ’70
Frank Robinson
Mr. Joseph N. Robinson ’04
Douglas C. Rockett ’83
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Seessel ’83
Frederick C. Schaeffer, Sr.
Mrs. Frederick C. Schaeffer, Sr.
HARLAND LEE SMITH, SR.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
Florence sweptson snowden
Mr. Perry D. Dement
John Murry Springfield
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Springfield
WILLIAM WOOD TAYLOR, JR. ’59
Mr. and Mrs. G. Goodloe Early, Jr. ’59
Mr. and Mrs. Carlisle S. Page III ’60
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
D. EUGENE THORN
Jostens, Inc.

H

O N O R A R I U M S

William F. Ansbro ’14
Mrs. Meredith G. Pritchartt
Thomas H. Baker ’12
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Harwood III
MATTHEW D. BAKKE
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro
Baker A. Ball ’15
Mrs. Herschel A. Graves, Jr.

Warren N. Ball III ’13
Mrs. Herschel A. Graves, Jr.

William P. Fri ’71
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley L. Fri ’71

MUS VARSITY FOOTBALL STAFF
Mr. and Mrs. David J. Watkins, Sr.

VINCENT W. BECK
Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.

Justin W. Goldsmith ’14
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Willingham

Jerry G. Oates ’15
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Oates III ’77

BEG TO DIFFER
Memphis Women’s Club
	Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor

Charles J. Goodfellow ’13
Mrs. Sarah Jane Huff

John P. Oates ’15
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Oates III ’77

Wesley F. Grace ’15
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley G. Grace, Sr.

DOUGLAS R. PERKINS
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro
	Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.

RUSSELL B. BILLINGS, JR. ’16
Mrs. Anne C. Billings
John H. Brand ’13
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Golwen
J. Durham Bryce, Jr. ’12
Mrs. Dorothy Bryce Morton
JOHN R. CADY ’69
Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.
J. Alexander Carruthers ’15
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Harwood III
Chandler M. Clayton ’16
Mrs. Robert Russum
MARGARET ASKEW COOPER
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Sullivan, Jr.
MARK S. COUNCE ’77
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro
ELIZABETH M. CROSBY
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro
JEREMY K. CUPP
	Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.
BLANCHE AND MICHAEL R. DEADERICK
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
MICHAEL R. DEADERICK
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Wellford, Jr. ’60
PERRY D. DEMENT
	Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.
J. M. Tully Dicken ’14
Mrs. John M. Tully
J. Dobson Dunavant, Jr. ’13
Mrs. Lillian D. Dunavant
William B. Dunavant IV ’16
Mrs. Lillian D. Dunavant
Reeves E. Eddins ’17
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Reeves
Benjamin S. Elliott ’15
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Elliott
JENNIFER G. FERNANDEZ
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro
Hunter C. Finney ’16
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D. Finney
Andrew S. Flaherty ’14
Ms. Marilyn F. Hampton
A. RANKIN FOWLKES
Mr. and Mrs. Philip R. Dobbs

John H. Grayson III ’12
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Grayson, Sr.
ELLIS L. HAGUEWOOD
	Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L. Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Perry
JOHN E. HARKINS
	Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.
JOSÉ R. HERNÁNDEZ
	Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.
Charles G. Jones ’17
Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Johns
William E. Jones ’13
Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Johns
D. TALMADGE KEEL IV ’14
Mrs. Hal P. Bailey, Jr.
HENRY C. KEEL ’16
Mrs. Hal P. Bailey, Jr.
JOHN J. KNAFF III
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro
JONATHAN M. LARGE
	Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.
LEE B. LODEN
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro
Grayson M. Lynn ’14
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowlin
J. Taylor Mays ’12
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Mays
Mr. James McClure, Jr.
William T. Mays III
Mr. James McClure, Jr.
Justin McClure
Mr. James McClure, Jr.
Stillman R. McFadden ’75
Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Krausnick, Jr. ’79

Andrew M. Perry ’92
	Dr. Lea Bannister
H. JERRY PETERS
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro
Mr. William Nugent Treadwell ’68
James T. Rantzow, Jr. ’13
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Power
William P. Rantzow ’16
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Power
STEPHEN H. RHEA, JR. ’68
Mr. and Mrs. Terry A. Wilson ’68
Trammel M. Robinson ’16
Mrs. James A. Robinson, Sr.
W. Fort Robinson ’13
Mrs. James A. Robinson, Sr.
Wiley T. Robinson ’75
Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Krausnick, Jr. ’79
Dr. and Mrs. Wiley T. Robinson ’75
Mr. David J. Watkins, Jr. ’16
JAMES D. RUSSELL
Mrs. Leigh W. MacQueen
W. Trent Scull, Jr. ’17
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest L. Morgan
S. CLAY SMYTHE ’85
	Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.
“THE STRANGERS”
East High 1971 Reunion Committee
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Ferguson ’68
Mr. and Mrs. Barlow T. Mann ’71
Mr. and Mrs. Terry A. Wilson ’68
Noah H. Thomas ’13
	Dr. and Mrs. Michael J. Levinson
C. MacQueen Treadwell ’16
Mr. C. Swift Treadwell

Jake L. Meskin ’17
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold E. Perl

JOSEPH S. TYLER
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Oates III ’77,
		 Mr. Jerry G. Oates ’15, and Mr. John P. Oates ’15

G. Hays Moreland ’15
Mrs. Betty Lee Robison

LUCY HARDY AND BOYD WADE ’81
Mr. Stephen B. Phillips ’81

LOYAL W. MURPHY ’86
	Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.

MR. AND MRS. ALEXANDER W. WELLFORD, JR. ’60
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Ansbro

MUS BASKETBALL CHEERLEADERS
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce A. Harrison

GARY K. WUNDERLICH, JR. ’88
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III
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Hale Fellowship for
Faculty Development

Jonathan Large
and Marilyn Reinhardt
Share the 2011 Hale Fellowship
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by Jonathan Large,
history teacher

Like many Americans, I first encountered Shelby
Foote through his voice as it emanated from my TV in
the summer of 1990 in Ken Burns’ PBS documentary
about the Civil War. It was a memorable voice, distinctly
Southern and patrician at the same time. Yet it was the
stories that voice conveyed and not its timbre that captivated me – stories about valor and cowardice, fighting
and dying, running and hiding. I will never forget Foote’s
tale of Nathan Bedford Forrest at Shiloh. During the
Confederate retreat, Forrest, caught in the exuberance
of battle, single handedly and with saber raised, charged
into an entire Union column, cutting his way in and then
out again. As he rode out into the open, he grabbed a
Yankee soldier by the scruff of his neck and pulled him
onto the horse behind him as a
shield against potential Federal
bullets. Foote was equally skilled
at telling stories from his own
life. My favorite involved a trip he
made with William Faulkner to
Shiloh for the battle’s centennial
celebration. Ever the astute
judge of character, Faulkner
knew by the cut of a suit
whom to ask for whiskey on a
Sunday morning in Missis-
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The income from this fund provides the
financial support for faculty to pursue
professional research, study, and travel
during the summer months. Ben Hale
created the first such fund at MUS
in 2002 to honor his sons: Scott ’78,
Dennis ’80, and Steve ’84. Faculty
members submit proposals each year
from which the Hale Fellow is selected.

sippi. Neither man could bear to face the ordeal of the
celebration without a little fortification on the drive up.
Foote was not only an excellent storyteller; he was also
an excellent writer whose work echoed with the cadences
of the King James Bible. Whether he was writing history
or fiction, he was a master of beautiful prose. The pleasure
I got from reading Foote’s narrative history inspired me
to study history in college. It was natural, therefore, that
I would write a paper in my final year of graduate school
about Foote and his campaign to redeem the reputation of
the Confederacy from the taint of racism. Despite putting
a great deal of work into the essay, I was not satisfied with
it because I was unable to go to the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill to study Foote’s papers. Chapel
Hill has 19 boxes of materials that Foote donated to the
Southern Historical Collection, including hundreds of
letters to his friend Walker Percy, manuscripts of his novels
and histories in his very distinctive handwriting, and
various notebooks he kept over the years. My essay would
never be complete until I had the chance to
study at Chapel Hill. I was finally able to make the trip
this past summer when I received the Hale Fellowship.
I spent almost two weeks in the Wilson Library at UNC,
the very library Foote himself had haunted during his two
undergraduate years almost 80 years ago. The new insights
from my research this summer will allow me to extend
and improve the original essay and prepare it for potential
publication. I am very grateful to the Hale family
and MUS for the opportunity to deepen
my study of one of my
heroes.
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by Marilyn Reinhardt,
Latin teacher

As a recent Hale Fellowship
recipient, I had the opportunity to
travel to Italy this past summer to
work on my upcoming 2012 Spring
Break trip to Rome and Campania.
This trip is designed for students of
Latin II and III and is offered every
other year. Twenty-one students have signed up to go to
Italy, where we will spend half the time in Rome and the
other half in Campania. This trip will provide students the
opportunity to visit the cultural and historical places they
have studied in their Latin classes.
Since our Latin students are already quite knowledgeable about these locations, my goal this summer was
to plan practical, hands-on activities. I prepared maps
for areas such as the Forum and Pompeii. I also prepared
materials for sites that currently offer no booklets or
detailed information.
The first stop on our trip will be Campania. We will
be based in Sorrento, a lovely town near the Amalfi Coast
from which we have easy access to Pompeii, Herculaneum,
and the island of Capri. As I had not been to the Villa
of Tiberius, located at the top of Capri, since college, I
needed to revisit it. It is a beautiful hour-long walk up to
the villa, from which one has spectacular views of the sea.
In Campania, the boys will experience two contrasting
views of Italy – both the big city of Rome and the smaller
coastal towns.
While in Campania, we will also go to Pompeii and
Herculaneum, two of the towns destroyed by the eruption
of Mt. Vesuvius in 79 A.D. These towns provide a look
at what life was like in ancient times. We will see market
areas, bakeries, baths, houses, and amphitheaters, all
which present a true picture of Roman life. The students
will use the maps that I prepared during my summer visit
to locate specific sites in Pompeii, where we will discuss
their relevance. In addition, we will hike to the top of the
volcano, Mt. Vesuvius.

Marilyn Reinhardt was accompanied on her trip by her son,
John ’07, who graduated from
the University of Tennessee last
May and was commissioned
into the United States Air Force
as a second lieutenant. He is
currently stationed at Seymour
Johnson Air Force Base in
Golsboro, North Carolina.

My time in southern Italy was not only spent
expanding the next trip’s agenda, but also finding two
potential locations for future trips. First was Sperlonga,
where there is another villa belonging to Emperor Tiberius.
This villa, situated along the shore, includes a private
dining room within a portion of the cave. Fishponds that
surrounded the dining area are still full of fish. This villa is
more accessible than the one on Capri and includes a lovely
museum with copies of famous statues. The other site I
investigated was Pozzuoli, the location of the third-largest
amphitheater in Italy. This amphitheater displays the
underground passages of an arena even better than does
the Flavian amphitheater, the Colosseum, in Rome.
As the students and I make our way through the
travel agenda, we will stop at the National Archeological
Museum in Naples to see the art that was uncovered at
both Herculaneum and Pompeii. Then, with the exception
of a day trip to the ancient seaport of Ostia, we will spend
the remainder of the trip in Rome.
I spent much time on the Palatine Hill and in the
Forum, again setting up a student-friendly itinerary. Past
guides in the Forum have rushed us through, so I have
decided to personally conduct our next tour and created
handouts for the students to follow. We will take in the
culture and history of the Romans at a more relaxed pace.
I really appreciate the opportunity that the Hale
family provided me to further enrich my subject matter and
improve the trip. This will be the third such trip, and each
seems to get better. It is a wonderful opportunity for these
students to connect with the ancient Roman civilization,
while at the same time visiting a beautiful foreign country.
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Look Who’s Turning 40!
And admits to several facelifts.

Although they’re not as old as the Taj Mahal or even the Pink Palace, the Joseph R. Hyde, Jr.
Library and the Hull Lower School have been around 40 years now. But with good bone structure,
older buildings can be adaptable to change and modernization.
The most recent facelift to the Lower School was completed in 2001 in conjunction with
the addition of new Upper School and Campus Center buildings. Additional square footage was
added at the time to increase the number of classrooms and office space, giving the Lower School
students and faculty much-needed room to breathe.
In October, 2011, the library, in celebration of its 40th anniversary, unveiled changes that
were made over the summer as part of a five-year renovation that began in 2009. A flurry of
activities celebrated Teen Read Week, and the librarians created a display called
“Not Your Dad’s Library” with artifacts and images from the 1970s juxtaposed
with e-readers and other items from the present.
In the early days of the new MUS, there was a small library in one of the
classrooms which was moved after a few years into today’s Upper School office
area. While contained in such a small area, the library could never grow and
reach the potential that Headmaster Ross Lynn envisioned when, in 1969, he
undertook the challenge of building a freestanding library building, along with
a separate Lower School which gave the younger students a more age-appropriate atmosphere and some respite from the older boys. The vision has served
the school well.
1955 : Library is housed in
Upper School Room 12.
1958 : Library moves to
the new Humphreys Hall
(now Upper School offices).

1969 : Library and Lower School
are designed by Haglund and
Venable Architects; square shape
has remained popular for libraries.
Both buildings represent a bold
departure from the campus’s
existing architecture.

1970 : Library and Lower School
are built. John Murry Springfield
is named first Lower School
principal.

1971: Library is dedicated; Pallie
Hamilton becomes librarian with
Virginia Allen and Mary Huckaba
as assistants; several big game
trophies,
including a
stuffed lion,
are placed
upstairs.
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1972: Thomas B. Davis donates money
to establish a television/video studio
set up by Leigh MacQueen in the library;
library gets first computer on campus.

1973: Library adds a microfilm reader.

1990 : Pallie Hamilton retires; Cathy Evans
becomes library director. Barry Ray is named
Lower School principal.
1995 : Ellen McDonell becomes library
director. By now, the Lower School’s original
“open classroom” concept has been modified
to create classrooms with walls and doors.

1996 : Rick Broer becomes Lower School
principal.

2007: Library starts the Guys Read Book
Club, Hyde Highlights (the library blog),
and Library MUSings (newsletter).

2009 : Library five-year phased renovation
begins with removal of some walls and
installation of welcome desk; Archives
moves downstairs and MUSeum (special
collections) is begun.

1975 : The library is useful for reading,
viewing microfilm, making TV programs, and
having “a good conversation or refreshing
nap,” according to the yearbook, which also
refers to the glass foyer with a beautiful
stuffed lion on display; which someone
shot at from outside resulting in the lion’s
move upstairs.
1980 : Library collection has grown to the
point where half of the books need to be
moved upstairs; most game trophies are
moved to the Science Building; Cathy
Evans is hired as assistant librarian;
MAISLIC consortium is founded.

1997: Lower School establishes their own
computer lab for classes on computer
basics. MAISLIC automates library catalog
and stops using catalog cards.

1999: Bonnie Barnes joins MUS faculty.
Library gets first “smart classroom” on
campus with first digital projector.

2010 : Video editing room
opens in the library.

2001: Major renovation to Lower School
changes the location of the entrance and
adds covered walkway, foyer, offices, and
classrooms. Library skylight is capped;
online catalog goes live on the internet for
worldwide access.

2011: Library’s major
remodeling is completed;
first e-readers are
purchased. Library staff
now includes Maxine
Molasky, Barbara
Presley, Bonnie Baker,
Nancy Arant, and
Laura Bontrager.

2003: MUS buys first shared collection of
NetLibrary e-books from SOLINET.
2006 : Bonnie
1981: Library’s consortium joins nationwide
library network and begins cooperative
cataloging and interlibrary loans.

1986 : Library begins Birthday Book Club

Barnes becomes
library director.
Clay Smythe ’85 is
named Lower School
principal.

with the help of volunteers.
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F aculty Portrait Series

Fighting Mike Takes

his Place Among
the Honored
by Vicki Tyler

During his 21 years at the school, Michael R.
Deaderick inspired a generation of students in his
history classroom. Now, his likeness hangs in the
Dining Hall as the seventh faculty member honored
in the Faculty Portrait Series.
“Mike was genuinely concerned about the habits
of thought and the character of his students,” said
Headmaster Ellis Haguewood. “He cared about them
and made an incalculable contribution to the moral
development of generations of MUS men.”
Deaderick earned his bachelor’s and master’s
degrees in history from the University of Arkansas and
later worked on a Ph.D. at Louisiana State University.
He joined the MUS faculty as chair of the History
Department in 1970 after teaching at Memphis State
University. Known to his students as “Fighting Mike,”
he held the Ross McCain Lynn Chair of History and
created a myriad of semester-length history courses
such as Russian, Civil War, and military history.
He taught the first Advanced Placement course
here (students had been taking AP tests without
classroom courses since the 1960s), and he received
the John M. Nail Outstanding Teaching Award. The
Organization of American Historians also named him
a Rockefeller Scholar.
Deaderick served as faculty adviser to The Owl’s
Hoot for six years and director of student activities
for nine years, creating a comprehensive, community
service program for students. The lessons he instilled –
individual responsibility, diligence, the necessity of
preparation, attention to detail, decorum, respect –
are woven into the lives and the hearts of the many
alumni he taught.
“Where else could a student debate the necessity
of reading Godfrey Hodgson’s America in Our Time,
argue the location of the spring formal, and summon
wisdom from a married man in order to preserve a
fleeting adolescent romance – all in five minutes?”
said Clay Smythe ’85, who spoke about his memories
of Deaderick.
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“He held court in his memorable, modest office
where his customary outspokenness percolated, huffed,
and puffed from his iconic, routine posture: feet propped
up atop his vinyl veneer desk, stern eyes peering over
some drugstore reading glasses, cigarette-laden hand
pointing repeatedly for emphasis at one of us in order to
drive the current subject home,” Smythe said.
At the unveiling ceremony, Deaderick spoke of his
admiration for MUS students and alumni.
“It is so gratifying to see so many of my former
students in positions of leadership and service in your
professions, businesses, and the Memphis community,”
Deaderick said. “I’d like to think that MUS had
something to do with that. Keep up the good work
because our city needs you desperately.”
Deaderick was an elder and serves as a deacon and
Sunday school teacher at Idlewild Presbyterian Church.
He also served on a Downtown task force on education,
and was president of the Village Civic Association. He
sang with the Memphis Oratorio Society.
Alumni Executive Board President Jonny Ballinger ’87
said the portrait series honors MUS faculty members
who have given much of their lives in service to the
school. These portraits serve as a constant reminder to
alumni, students, faculty, and friends that it is the faculty
members who have always been the consistent and
primary reason for this being a great school.
Jennifer Welty of Santa Cruz, CA, is the artist who
painted the portrait.
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Send news to your class representative listed below or to Ann Laughlin at ann.laughlin@musowls.org
’58 Class Rep Needed.......... contact ann.laughlin@musowls.org
’59 John Lawo...................................... johnlawo@bellsouth.net
’60 Met Crump............................... metcrump@crumpfirm.com
Alex Wellford.............................. awellford@farris-law.com
’61 Scott May............................................sfmay@bellsouth.net
’62 Jerry Bradfield..................................... jbradfi293@aol.com
’63 Doug Ferris.....................................dferris@ffcfuelcells.com
’64 Bill Quinlen................................... wquinlen@bellsouth.net
’65 Bob Heller....................................... hrheller3@comcast.net
Rick Miller........................................... rmiller634@aol.com
’66 Chuck Smith..................................... duckhead50@aol.com
’67 John Pettey....................... john.pettey@morgankeegan.com
’68 Bill Ferguson................................................. 901-278-6868
’69 Scott Wellford................................. spwellford@gmail.com
’70 Warren Ayres.................................. wwayres@bellsouth.net
’71 Barlow Mann......................... barlow.mann@sharpenet.com
Phil Wiygul................................... philwiygul@earthlink.net
’72 Denby Brandon......... denbybrandon@brandonplanning.com
Joel Hobson........................... jhobson@hobsonrealtors.com
’73 Cecil Humphreys....................... chumphreys@glankler.com
Wise Jones.....................................wise.jones@regions.com
’74 Mark Ruleman...............mark.ruleman@raymondjames.com
’75 Lee Marshall...................lee.marshall@jordanextrusion.com
’76 Lane Carrick ............................ lane.carrick@unitedcp.com
’77 Bruce Moore............................... jmoore1977@comcast.net
’78 Joe Morrison............................. joe.m.morrison@gmail.com
’79 Arthur Fulmer..................................afulmer@fulmerco.com
’80 Mel Payne....................................... mel_payne@yahoo.com
George Skouteris.............................. skouterislaw@aol.com
’81 Rob Hussey.......................................... rjhthree@gmail.com
Kelly Truitt............................................... kellytruitt@att.net
’82 John Dunavant...................... john.dunavant@dunavant.com
’83 Jimmy Harwood......................... jharwood@wundernet.com
Trey Jordan......................................... tjordan@jordanco.cc
’84 Bob McEwan................ robert.mcewan@morgankeegan.com
’85 John Apperson................................ japperson@centllc.com
Craig Witt...................................... craighwitt@hotmail.com
’86 Andy McArtor........................................andy@mcartor.com
Ted Miller............................................ted.miller@mac.com
’87 Jonny Ballinger....................... jonnyballinger@hotmail.com
Bo Brooksbank.......................... boandalanna@bellsouth.net
’88 Max Painter................................... mpainter1@comcast.net
Fred Schaeffer.........................fschaeffer@memphis.nef.com
’89 Scott Sherman....................scott.sherman@ftnfinancial.com
’90 Brian Eason................................................... be@qifab.com
Philip Wunderlich....................... pwunder@wundernet.com
’91 Trent Allen.............................................trent@teacollc.com
Darrell Cobbins.............. darrell@universalcommercial.com
Brett Grinder.............................bgrinder@grindertaber.com

Find Us Here

musowls.org

’92 Chuck Hamlett...................... chamlett@bakerdonelson.com
Brandon Westbrook............ brandon.westbrook@gmail.com
’93 Thomas Quinlen ................................ quinletc@yahoo.com
Gil Uhlhorn.................................. guhlhorn@bassberry.com
’94 Ben Clanton...................................bclanton@duncanw.com
Kirby May....................................... kirbymay@hotmail.com
’95 David Bradford................................ dbradford@ssr-inc.com
Gideon Scoggin...........gideon.scoggin@banktennessee.com
Will Thompson..................wthompson@nfcinvestments.com
’96 Nelson Cannon........................nelsoncannon@hotmail.com
Robert Dow........................................mail@robertdow.com
Matt Weathersby................................ matt@commadv.com
’97 Trey Jones.........................................trey.jones@ldcom.com
Michael Thompson....................... mthompsonjr@gmail.com
’98 Erick Clifford.....................................eclifford@leadcp.com
Don Drinkard................................ don.drinkard@cbre.com
Justin Lohman.................................. lohmanjw@yahoo.com
’99 Richard Burt.................................. richardtburt@gmail.com
Chip Campbell .............................. ccampbell@owpllc.com
Norfleet Thompson............................ nthomps9@uthsc.edu
’00 Michael Liverance................. liverance.michael@gmail.com
Ryan Miller...................................ryan@gullanecapital.com
’01 Paul Gillespie............................. pgillespie@wundernet.com
Daniel McDonell............................. dmcdonell@gmail.com
Battle Williford........................... battlewilliford@gmail.com
’02 Gene Bledsoe.......................gene.bledsoe@ftnfinancial.com
Frank Langston................................... flangston@gmail.com
Will Saxton..........................................wsaxton@gmail.com
’03 Jamie Drinan................................james.drinan@gmail.com
Edward Nenon......................................enenon@gmail.com
’04 John Collier......................................... jcollier@collier.com
Elliot Embry.................................... elliotembry@gmail.com
’05 Kane Alber....................................... kane.alber@gmail.com
Sam Sawyer........................... samhuttonsawyer@gmail.com
’06 Sam Coates ............................ CoatesLawnCare@gmail.com
Chad Hazlehurst................................ chazlehu@gmail.com
’07 West Askew.................................... west.askew@gmail.com
Blake Cowan............................................jcowan1@utk.edu
’08 Michael Cross..................... michael.s.cross@vanderbilt.edu
Connell Hall...................................wcchall@email.unc.edu
’09 Rhobb Hunter.......................................... rhunter5@slu.edu
Jim Moore............................................ jimmoore@uga.edu
’10 Stephond Allmond.................. allmonds@goldmail.etsu.edu		
Hank Hill...........................................hank4hill@gmail.com
Jake Rudolph.............................. rudolphj14@mail.wlu.edu
’11 Blake Hennessy.......................................bhenness@utk.edu
Chase Schoelkopf................................ cschoelk@gmail.com
Scooter Taylor..................................... ritaylor6@gmail.com
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’58
Worth Brown is splitting his time
between his condo on Division Street near
the lake in Chicago and his home in San
Miguel Allende in Mexico. He has started
writing a book about building Little Palm
Island, the resort at the tip of Florida
which he and a group of friends owned
for ten years.
Les Nicholson has returned to
lawyering at the Washington, DC, office
of his old law firm, Pillsbury Winthrop
Shaw Pittman, after serving as general
counsel for the General Services Administration. He is working with his son, John,
in this office, which is one of 13 offices
worldwide.

’59
Over the summer, Turner Askew
spent most of his time campaigning for
mayor of Whitefish, MT, and attempting
to call on all 6,000 voters. Askew has
served on the Whitefish City Council for
eight years. Unfortunately, he lost the
mayor’s race.
Carol and Lanny Butler have
completed a house in northern Virginia,
where they enjoy riding quarter horses
and retired cutting horses. Daughter,
Sarah, is a managing partner at Landon
Butler & Company, which has 37
employees at its headquarters in Washington, DC. For over 35 years, the
company has provided real estate investment opportunities to more than 330
institutional investors.

’60
This fall, various classmates kept in
close contact by phone and email with
Bill Doggrell as he gracefully managed
increasing health challenges. But sadly,
he passed away on November 26. One
classmate never recalled Bill getting angry,
so he asked him, “Did you ever lose your
temper over anything?” Bill chuckled
and said, “I don’t think so.” His brother,
Henry ’66, confirmed this recollection.
Alan Gold has recently taken trips to
India (2011) and Provence (2009). When
someone asks if you would like to see
vacation pictures, one usually needs a
quick excuse. Not here. In response to an
email, Gold sent classmates a Flickr photo
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spread. Every picture chosen is magazine
worthy, from the tiger leisurely following
his open jeep, colorful birds returning to
the nest, spectacular vistas, to a group of
12 people of all ages and sizes crammed
into a jeep with canvas sides. Some
pictures are from the Bandhavgarh Tiger
Reserve and others from nearby villages.
Gold appears with a smart white beard in
a few photos, along with a camera lens
that puts you close up at 100 yards.
Last spring, Kay and George Owen
explored the old fortress towns of India
– Jodhpur, Bikaner, Jaisalmer, Mt. Abu,
Udaipur, and Jaipur – which rose to prominence in the 16th and early 17th centuries. They stayed mainly in “havelis,” old
manor homes adapted for use as affordable tourist hotels. Expecting that the
hype about the Taj Mahal would make
it a disappointment, they were surprised
by its grandeur. Later in the year, they
stayed in an 18th century farmhouse in
Provence, hiking and frequenting local
markets. They flew in and out of Lyon.
Tidbits seen from reviewing old
Owl’s Hoot newspapers: In the year when
MUS opened, the tennis team included
12 classmates: John Bondurant,
William Gotten, Horace Hull, Scott
Ledbetter, Archie McLaren, Allen
Morgan, Carl Olsen, Carlisle Page,
C.D. Smith, Bill Stratton, Ferrell
Varner, and Alex Wellford. When
MUS won the Southern Interscholastic
Tennis Championships held at Baylor
in the spring of 1958 (despite McLaren’s
sudden illness and absence), Les Nicholson ’58 and Olsen won the doubles,
and Stratton beat Olsen in the finals of
the second flight. It noted that the win
was despite Nicholson and Wellford losing
singles matches earlier than expected. In
1958, Didi Strong won the state skeet
title. In 1959, George Owen was the state
French champ (having been city spelling
bee champ a few years earlier) and Jimmy
Allen won the Oak Grove Hunter Trials.
McLaren won the Harrison Humphreys
school tennis trophy each year.
By the time you read this, we assume
that – thanks in large part to Ledbetter –
the Bass Pro project will finally be in the
construction phase. Besides spearheading
the committee that made the choice of
Bass Pro for the Pyramid and rejected
a group with grandiose designs that
would have made Sidney Schlenker look
almost respectable, Ledbetter has been the
catalyst for various other major projects:
the renovation and expansion of the Pink

Palace Museum; the formation of a new
zoo group to pay for and implement a
master plan, which took the capital
budget from years of no expenditures to
more than $20 million a year; and more
recently, the renovation of the entire town
square in Bolivar. He has been a board
member or head of many charitable
organizations, including MIFA, Wolf River
Conservancy, Mayor’s Task Force for the
Arts, Youth Villages, BRIDGES, Dixon
Gallery and Gardens, Hutchison School,
and the Community Foundation. All this
has prepared him for his current major
focus, breeding cows.

’61
Because well over half of our class
(those still living) reside in Shelby County,
we had never celebrated a reunion before
our 50th. We now realize what a mistake
this was. I do not delegate very well, thus I
undertook the majority of the 50th Class
Reunion and if it had not been for several
“volunteers” including Jody Brown and
Tom Hutton, I may not have made the
event. Realizing that all of us change over
time and certainly over 50 years, I
thought it best to request our classmates
fill out a questionnaire in which they gave
us detailed contact information, family
history including wives, grandchildren,
etc., their post-MUS educational history as
well as work history. Volunteering for
various charitable functions has always
been an important part of MUS life and
the Class of ’61 has done a stellar job in
serving the less fortunate, as evidenced by
their many and varied charitable
endeavors. The most interesting part of
the answers to the questionnaire dealt
with the classmates’ hobbies and their
“bucket list.”
In looking at other classes, I am
surprised to note that the number of
medical doctors and the number of
lawyers are almost equal. Such is not the
case in the Class of ’61 where we graduated only one doctor, noted chest surgeon
Hammond Cole, and we have seven
attorneys. There are probably many
reasons to explain this, but the one I am
going with is that our classmates saw what
potential we had for getting into trouble
and believed that a law degree would
allow them to reap the benefits when our
classmates continued their erring ways.
Cole, our only doctor, left private practice
and has worked at the VA Hospital in
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50th Reunion – Class of 1961
Memphis since 2002. He is a tenured full
professor at the University of Tennessee
Health Science Center and is chief of adult
thoracic activities at the VA. His “bucket
list” calls for him to retire from his
medical practice at about 70 and then
travel to various World War I and World
War II sites in Europe, while remaining a
resident. He and his wife, Kay, (an avid
pro football fan) reside at their 80-acre
estate located south of Shelby Forest. Cole
and I are longtime hunting buddies and
have chased the wild turkey all over the
United States. On each of our trips, we
always learned something new from the
turkeys as well as how important it is to
maintain long-term relationships that
began at MUS. Cole, along with most of
our classmates, credits our former English
teacher, Bill Hatchett, with a magnificent
education and says that Mr. Hatchett gave
us the formula for writing papers that has
served him well in almost 40 scientific
publications, enumerable military and
medical documents, and a lifetime of the
written word. He also admired our French
teacher, David Morelock, who had our
third-year French class translating poetry
from French to English while preserving
the meter and rhyming schemes.
Following Dee Gibson’s reunion visit
to campus, he donated to the Hyde
Library a copy of Four Years Together:
Midshipmen Stories From the U. S. Naval
Academy Class of 1965. Gibson was the
first MUS graduate to be appointed to the
United States Naval Academy and this
book is a compilation of some of his
memories and those of his classmates.

Barbara and Pitt Hyde hosted us at
their lovely home on Shady Grove, after
the 2011 Owls took the wind out of East
High School’ s football sails. The Hyde
home was the perfect venue for our
classmates to visit in a congenial
atmosphere. As I walked around the Hyde
home and observed my classmates, it was
clear to me that the friendships that we
developed, as the first class to go 7th
through the 12th grades at MUS, still
flourished. It was just like we were still in
the senior common room getting ready
for class in the spring of 1961, rather than
being grandparents and celebrating our
50th Reunion.
Always one of our brighter students,
Brandon Jones did not let that hold him
back, and he received a B.A. from Rice in
1965, a Bachelor of Science in electrical
engineering in 1966, and then a master’s
in computer science from the University
of Houston. His career was in custom
automation software, and this led him to
Systems Application Engineering, a
three-man software company in Houston.
As the company grew, Jones became vice
president and part owner. He developed
and installed the warehouse systems for
Sysco Foods and, later, for the two largest
grocery chains in the United Kingdom.
Jones and wife, Kathy, are both very
involved in scuba diving and sailing. After
retiring in 2003, they bought a 45-foot
sailboat and lived on it in Florida and the
Bahamas, but have since sold the boat and
moved to Austin, TX. They have traveled
to quite a few of his “bucket list” places
which include diving in the Red Sea,

Indonesia, Fiji, Micronesia, and Tonga. In
addition to the dive trips, they are both
accomplished photographers and hone
their skills at one or two photography
workshops a year.
One of our more successful attorney
classmates is Felix Laughlin who, after
law school, worked for the IRS in
Washington, then joined his law firm
(Dewey Ballantine) in New York in 1972.
He moved back to Washington to open
the Dewey Ballantine offices in 1974 and
became a partner in 1976. Laughlin and
his college sweetheart, Betty Gayle, have a
most interesting hobby, bonsai gardening.
They are very involved in the national
bonsai community. He is now of counsel
with his Washington law firm but spends
most of his time between their new home
in Asheville, NC, or their other home in
Hillsboro Beach, FL.
One of our classmates that we had not
seen for a while is Dan McGown. After
graduating from Rice University School of
Architecture, he moved to Nashville
where he was a successful architect for
many years. McGown is now retired and
has moved back to Memphis where he
enjoys his hobbies of fly fishing and
reading.
One of the many Memphians who
make our class proud is Henry Morgan.
Morgan’s claim to fame is his marriage to
Snowden Boyle. This may have had some
impact on his becoming president of
Boyle Investment Company, although we
are certain that it is merely a coincidence.
Morgan and his wife share hunting and
fishing hobbies. Their most recent
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Three Honored by Alumni

by Vicki Tyler

Each year the Alumni Executive Board recognizes alumni who symbolize the ideals of honor, service, and
involvement in the life of the school. At the board’s annual luncheon during Homecoming week in September,
Johnny Ballinger ’87, president, presented Peter Schutt ’68 with the Alumnus of the Year Award and named
Steve Bledsoe ’70 and Bruce Moore ’77 the Volunteers of the Year.
The Alumnus of the Year Award is given to an alumnus who exemplifies community leadership and
personal integrity, personifying the school’s guiding principle of developing well-rounded men of strong
moral character. The Volunteer of the Year Award is given to alumni who serve Memphis University School
in a significant and needed way, financially or with time, throughout the year, seeking out opportunities to
promote the interests of the school.

Alumnus of the Year

Peter Schutt, owner and CEO of
The Daily News, is a leader in the
Memphis community. His Great Outdoors University, started in 2006, has
provided more than 7,000 children
with nature hikes, fishing trips, and
day-long outdoor adventures.
“I love the outdoors, hunting and
fishing, and I am grateful that I am able
to help kids who have been exiled to
a concrete jungle,” Schutt said about
the Scout Reach program he started by
Peter Schutt
setting up troops in schools. “With more
than 60,000 kids in this area who are poor
and often from single-family homes, I encourage
everyone to support these programs that reach boys
who are often going down the wrong path.”
He is on the boards of the Tennessee Wildlife Federation, WKNO, Shelby County Books from Birth, and is
hair of the board of St. George’s Independent Schools.
He recently was an executive board member of the Boy
Scouts of America (Chickasaw Council), BRIDGES, and
Shelby Farms Park Conservancy.
Schutt has a degree in psychology from the
University of Memphis. He and his wife, Leslie, have
three sons, Drake, Harrison, and Robert.

Volunteers of the Year

More than 40 years after Steve Bledsoe graduated
in 1970, this class president is still known for his ability
to increase school spirit. As co-class rep since 2009,
he created the M.B.I. (MUS Bureau of Investigation) to
find lost classmates. He spent seven months, sent three
mailings and hundreds of emails urging his 1970 Original
Buzzard classmates to attend their 40th Reunion.
“MUS is in my blood and I enjoyed six great years there,
surrounded by professors who taught me and my classmates how men of integrity conduct themselves in day-today life,” Bledsoe said. “I am proud to say that our Class
of 1970 produced one career U.S. Marine, five preachers,
three teachers, five dentists, four doctors, seven lawyers,
two engineers, two psychologists, and one raconteur.”
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Steve Bledsoe

Bruce Moore

Bledsoe graduated from the University of Virginia
and earned his D.D.S. at the University of Tennessee
College of Dentistry.
Steve and his wife, Reta, are parents of twins,
Tom ’02 and Gene ’02.
Bruce Moore has deep ties to the school as a class
rep, parent, and alumnus and believes that everyone
who attends MUS is proud of the ideals learned there.
“Every seventh grader who comes to MUS wants
to learn how to become a man,” he said. “MUS
provides a framework. Through ideals and encouragement at school, they can become men whom their
families are proud of, and that they themselves are
proud of and who serve this community. I am proud to
be an MUS graduate.”
He graduated from Washington and Lee and then
joined the U.S. Army, reaching the rank of captain in
the Armored Calvary.
He has served on the Parents’ Association Board
and has been class rep for the Class of 1977 for nearly
30 years. Away from MUS, he is a managing partner for
Robinsonville Outdoor Advertising, a charter member
of the Robinsonville Rotary Club, and on the board of
advisors for BRIDGES. He is a former president of the
W&L Alumni Association of the Mid-South, as well as
a current elder at Idlewild Presbyterian Church.
He and his wife, Beth, have four children, Libby,
Jim ’09, Sam ’13, and Mary Margaret.
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adventure was building a significant
vacation home in Montana where she
rides horses, and he fishes for trout and
hunts ducks.
Our class valedictorian was Robert
Ray who, over a period of 14-15 years,
received an A.B. from Princeton University, a J.D. from the University of Virginia,
an M.B.A. from Harvard University, an
M.A. from Vanderbilt University, and a
Ph.D. from Indiana University. Ray is an
accomplished musician and is the
co-leader of a band that has released four
CDs on several labels, including Warner
Brothers and MCA. He was recovering
from back surgery and did not make the
50th Reunion, but sent us a picture of
himself and his family. Robert looks as
young as his 24- and 26-year-old
daughters.

Although not listed as his hobby,
Arthur Seelbinder of Rhinebeck, NY,
and wife, Kathleen, have, for a number of
years, purchased older mansions, lived in
them while they were being rehabbed and
then sold them, moving on to the next
project. Their current project belonged, at
one time, to John Astor, who went down
on the Titanic, and is known as Astor
Courts. Astor Courts made the Wall Street
Journal as the “ultimate fixer upper.” As
evidence to what a wonderful job the
Seelbinders have done, this was the site
chosen for Chelsea Clinton’s “wedding of
the century.”
Jimmy Thomas has the best hobby.
Until he went off to Georgia Tech, he
resided in Walls, MS, and the highest
point near him was the main Mississippi
River levee. Thomas’s hobby is mountain

Nominate Someone Great!

2012 Alumnus of the Year Award

Each year the Alumni Association Executive Board considers candidates
for the Alumnus of the Year Award. This award is presented to an MUS
alumnus who exemplifies community leadership and personal integrity,
personifying the school’s guiding principle of developing well-rounded
young men of strong moral character. Alumni, faculty, and staff of MUS
may submit nominations. A one-page, typewritten letter stating your
reasons for nomination should accompany this nomination form, with a
biographical information sheet detailing the nominee’s accomplishments
and recognitions by others. Submit nominations by February 15, 2012.
The award will be presented at the Alumni Association Executive Board
meeting in the fall.
I wish to nominate__________________________, Class of ______

Address_______________________________________________

City, State, Zip__________________________________________
			
for the MUS Alumnus of the Year Award.
			
I have enclosed the required qualifying information
			
and will, on request, provide further information
			
to support this candidate.
Name___________________________  Class of ____  Faculty/Staff

Address_______________________________________________

City, State, Zip__________________________________________
			Send completed form to Memphis University School, 		
			
6191 Park Avenue, Memphis, TN 38119
			
or email to ann.laughlin@musowls.org.

climbing. He enclosed a picture of himself
ascending Mt. Rainier in all his bright red
climbing paraphernalia. He included on
his “bucket list” a trek to Mt. Everest.
Thomas graduated from Georgia Tech,
worked for IBM on the Apollo program,
and, after attending law school, became
general counsel for the Georgia Technology Authority in Atlanta.
We finished our Reunion weekend
with a cocktail party and dinner at the
Memphis Country Club (see photo). Our
50th Reunion was such a success that our
classmates are insisting that we celebrate
again, but well before our 60th. We are
making arrangements for such an event
to be held in the fall of 2013.

’62
We all need to be aware of our 50th
Reunion year coming up. We should
all try to participate in the celebrations
next fall. Surely the locals and, hopefully, the out-of-towners will be there.
We will appoint a committee to oversee
the weekend parties and get-togethers.
If you are interested in serving or have
ideas about locations, please contact me
(Jerry) by email at jbradfi293@aol.com or
call me at (901) 210-7115. I know some
of you have already offered your services
and talents. We look forward to more
volunteers and preparing for a successful
weekend next September.
Philip Crump was coming to town
in November, but, unfortunately, had to
come in early October due to his mom’s
passing. The service provided an opportunity to see old friends and family. Our
condolences go to Crump and Jim Place,
whose mother passed in the spring.
Billie and Dan Work joined Jamie
and Canon Hall for a weekend in New
Orleans in August. They went by train
which added an interesting dimension.
They stayed at the Marriott on Canal, had
some wonderful meals, and enjoyed each
other’s camaraderie. Others were invited
to join them but had previous commitments. A number of our classmates get
together frequently, and more trips and
activities are planned for the future. Let
me know if you’re interested in being
included.
You’ll be hearing more about special
reunion activities in the coming months.
Our 45th was very successful, so let’s
build on that and start making plans
to participate.
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’66
Thanks to all who attended our 45th
Reunion party at Chuck Smith’s during
Homecoming. It was great to visit with
retired Navy Admiral Bert Johnston and
Beverly, as well as many others such as
party chairman Henry Doggrell, Steele
Dollahite, Ferd Heckle, Hank Hill,
Frank Jemison, Brig Klyce, Bobby
Lee, Hal Rhea, Kent Wunderlich, and
several others. Special guests included
former cheerleaders Gaye (Gillespie)
Henderson, Martha Bowen, and Lucy
(Garrott) Woodson. Headmaster Ellis
Haguewood and his wife, Peggy, stopped
in as well. And of course, very special
guest, Coach Jerry Peters, celebrating over
50 years at MUS – came by to share stories
from our class. Coach Peters recently
announced his retirement – the upcoming
season being his finale. He needs only 15
wins this season to achieve his 1,000th
victory at MUS. That’s quite a record, and
we’re proud of you, Coach.

’68
Wis Laughlin was interviewed on
WMPS’s The Point to discuss business tax
tips.
Peter Schutt has joined the board of
WKNO Public Broadcasting.

’69
The Honorable Chris Craft, Shelby
County Criminal Court judge since 1994,

Unfortunately, the Class
of 1966 reunion picture
did not develop. Exact
blame for the malfuntion
is uncertain. But these
four were spotted representing their class at the
golf scramble: Chuck
Smith, Henry Doggrell,
Kent Wunderlich, and
Dwight Drinkard.
was elected to serve as presiding judge
of the Tennessee Court of the Judiciary,
which hears complaints against judges
and metes out sanctions for judicial
improprieties. In addition, Craft is an
adjunct professor at the University of
Memphis Law School, vice president of
the Tennessee Judicial Conference, and
dean of the Judicial Academy. He also
serves as counselor/vice president of the
board of the Leo Bearman American Inn
of Court.
After more than 20 years, Wylie
McLallan has sold his UPS business in
Vancouver. He’s not sure what he’s going
to do, but I’m sure he will enjoy life.

’70
Herb Davis leads our classmates with
nine grandchildren.
Hunter Humphreys is a new member
of the Memphis Law Alumni Board.
In March 2011, Bill Jemison
performed the wedding ceremony for
his son, David, and bride, Catlin, on the
beach in Abel Tasmen National Park in

40th Reunion – Class of 1971
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New Zealand. Jemison’s son, George,
is practicing clinical psychology in
Wheaton, IL.
Jimmy Ogle is the new community
engagement manager for the Riverfront
Development Corporation, with offices in
the Falls Building.
Bev Ray’s daughter, Sarah, graduated
summa cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa
from Tulane University in May 2009, with
degrees in political science and social
policy. Sarah has returned to Memphis as
a team leader for the White House initiative called “Strong Cities, Strong Communities,” designed to open communication
between the city and policy makers in
Washington, DC.

’71
After dating for 14 years, Bill Fri and
Deanna were married in 2009. One of the
highlights of their courtship was Deanna
playing on Wheel of Fortune. After she
won the bonus round, Pat Sajak turned
to Fri and shook his hand, saying “Hi,
Honey,” after Deanna had introduced

L A SS
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35th Reunion – Class of 1976
him as “my honey, Bill.” Fri has run a
boat storage business for the past 15 years
and spends his spare time restoring cars
and boats, fishing, target shooting, and
collecting arrowheads from around the
country.
For more than 33 years, Layton
Sanders has lived in New York City and
maintained a career at Pfizer, the pharmaceutical concern. Sanders is a long-time
member of the Blue Hill Troupe, a philanthropic organization that produces Gilbert
and Sullivan operettas and donates the
net proceeds to various NYC-based charities each year.

’72
Rex Tate completed studies at
Stanford University in California and is a
graduate of Stanford’s Center for Integrated Facilities Engineering with a certification in virtual design and construction. He has returned to Collierville. His
son will graduate from the University of
Memphis with an honors degree in civil
engineering.

’74
Buck Wellford was one of eight
attorneys from Baker Donelson who were
ranked as leading practitioners in the
2011 edition of Chambers USA, a directory
of business lawyers.

’75
Price Morrison was elected to the
2011-2012 board of the Memphis Estate
Planning Council.
Bill Ruleman’s new book, Vienna
Spring: Early Novellas and Stories of Stefan
Zweig, was released in March by Ariadne
Press of Riverside, CA. It is available on
Amazon.com.

’76
Roy Bell and his wife, Lou, have
been married for 19 years and have two
children, Owen and Amy, both currently
enrolled at White Station High School.
Owen recently received his Eagle Scout
award and Amy plays varsity soccer. Bell
refuses to cross the Parkways, insisting
that all of his interests (“clubbing out” at
the Rhodes College pool, “jiving” at the
Levitt Shell, and dining out at the Trolley
Stop) are satisfied in Midtown Memphis.
A creature of habit, Bell is in his 29th year
at the family business, Ace Pump and BellMemphis, with his octogenarian father.
Bill Mathieu and his band, The
Vista Kings, rocked the Class of 1976’s
35th Reunion party at the University
Club. Backed by slacker Jim Barton ’78
on drums, The Vista Kings, donning
MUS Nike baseball caps, opened with
a unique version of the MUS anthem
before covering a wide variety of musical
stylings. Mathieu insists he is keeping
his day job as a legal eagle in Atlanta.

Blaine Strock and his wife, Cindy,
have been married for 31 years. Their
son, Steve, 27, is in his fourth year of
medical school at the University of Illinois
in Chicago. Their daughter, Claire, 25,
is a social worker in Quincy, IL. Strock
is the president of a community bank
in Quincy, but makes his way back to
Memphis from time to time to see his
family. His most recent visit coincided
with our 35th Reunion where he was
united with his 76’er buds.

’77
Ren Bourgoyne’s son, Lucas, won
the gold medal for the 1,500-meter race
at the AAU Junior Olympics held in New
Orleans over the summer.

’79
Stuart McGehee’s web design
business, Beyond Brick and Mortar,
was featured in the Memphis Business
Journal in August. Check out his website
at beyondbrickandmortar.com.

’80
Andy Marker and his son, Matt,
stopped by campus for a tour in June.
Andy is deputy general counsel for the
Texas Lottery Commission in Austin.
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’81
Stuart Aronson has three children
and lives in Conneticut. He has been
keeping the wheels of global commerce
moving over the last 21 years with GE
Capital from their New York office.
Billy Orgel was elected chairman of
the new unified Shelby County Board of
Education.
After 18 wonderful years in Memphis
with Medical Anesthesia Group, Greg
Thompson has moved, with his family,
to Oxford, MS. Thompson has joined
Anesthesia Consultants of Oxford and is
enjoying the nice pace of small town life.

What’s New With

Send updates about school,
marriages, births, work
accomplishments, etc. to your class
rep or ann.laughlin@musowls.org

’82
Tennessee Governor Bill Haslam
appointed Staley Cates to the commission that will create a transition plan for
merging the Memphis and Shelby County
school systems.

’86
Pearce Hammond is an equity
analyst covering the oil and gas sector at
Simmons & Company in Houston. His
company, a boutique investment bank
focused solely on energy, is a fun job
that definitely keeps him busy. He often
sees Wellford Tabor as Tabor is on the
board of Concho (a large Permian Basin
producer) which is a company he covers.
Hammond has been married 17 years to
Patricia, and they have two daughters,
Carolyn, 11, and Margaret, 7.
Lee Harkavy has been included in
The Best Lawyers in America 2012. He is a
partner at Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs.
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Jonathan Wexler is in Denver with
his wife, Nicole, and two kids, Mia, 5, and
Jake, 2. He remains involved in sports.
His company, PFP Sports, represents more
than 60 NFL players for their marketing,
including Ray Rice, Vernon Davis,
Dwayne Bowe, Eddie Royal, Michael Bush,
Ronnie Brown, Kenny Britt, and Marcell
Dareus, as well as several ESPN and baseball sports broadcasters.

’87
Sid Evans has been named group
editor of Time, Inc.’s Lifestyle Division in
Birmingham, AL. This is a newly-created
position where he will oversee all editorial content for Cooking Light, Southern
Living, Coastal Living, Sunset, and This Old
House. Sid was most recently editor-inchief of the award-winning Garden & Gun
magazine. While at Garden & Gun, Evans
accepted the award for general excellence
at the 2011 National Magazine Awards
that were held in New York City in May.
This award is likened to the Pulitzer Prize
for magazines.

Smythe Masters
the Program
Clay Smythe ’85, principal of the Hull Lower School,
figured he needed some more schooling. So, for the past
two years, as the school year ended, Smythe and his family
traveled to New York City, where he attended the Columbia
University Teachers College Klingenstein Center for
Independent School Leadership.
“This is the only independent school-oriented graduate
program, so I had it in my sights for years,” Smythe said.
“It allowed me to pursue studies over the course of two
intensive seven-week sessions in June and July.”
Classes ranged from contemporary cultural issues to
historical analysis of private and independent schools,
and included school finance, law and educational institutions, marketing, research methods, and ethical issues in
school administration. Smythe and his fellow classmates
also visited Manhattan schools, interviewing numerous
administrators and teachers. They also hosted a seminar
for home-school parents. More than 20,000 children in New
York City are educated at home.
“Museums and public transportation, not to mention
significant private school tuition, in Manhattan make for a
pretty stimulating home school environment,” he said.
With his days full of classes and his nights dedicated to
homework, Smythe didn’t get to see much of his wife and
children in their 800-square-foot apartment.
“My family sacrificed a lot, especially my wife, Gracey,
who was pregnant one summer and chasing baby Leo
around the next,” Smythe said. “My other two sons, Stan,
12, and James, 10, enrolled in an acting school to occupy
their time. So, we all had a lot on our plates. In the end,
they reported having a blast roving the city without me.”
As in any industry, shared expertise helps foster
professional improvement among peers, and Smythe came
away from his summer studies with some newly-formed
friendships and diverse experiences, and also a load
of assignments, papers, and projects that needed to be
completed before he returned for his second summer.
“All of the work and the growing relationships help me
to better understand my job,” he said.
And after many conversations among his classmates,
Smythe believes MUS stands toe-to-toe with the finest independent schools across the nation.
“Some famous school reputations surrounded some serious people in my class, and I had to stay
on my toes,” he said. “But, the more I absorbed, the more I realized how good we have it at MUS.”
As examples, Smythe cited the school’s equity between both academic and athletic accomplishments, the support of a serious Honor System, the financial strength guided by an able and willing
board and dedicated alumni, and the diverse enrollment from more than 20 feeder schools.
Now having completed a master’s degree in education, Smythe said, “Hopefully, I can contribute
my service here with a broader and deeper perspective, connected to some great colleagues coast to
coast. While it’s great to have all that stuff behind me, I do kind of miss the subway, though, and
the restaurants.”
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MUS Salutes Our
“Top 40 Under 40”
Alumnus

’88
Wunderlich Securities continues
to grow. CEO Gary Wunderlich has
expanded the company into the Dallas
market.

’89

Hemant Gupta ’93
Attorney at Butler, Snow, O’Mara,
Stevens & Cannada, PLLC

The Memphis Business
Journal annually selects
the “Top 40 Under 40” –
40 movers and shakers of
the community who are
also under the age of 40.
Congratulations to our
alumnus who made the list
this year because of his
dynamic contributions to
the growth and enrichment
of the Mid-South through
his career and community
leadership.

Andrew Shipman is a partner
at 12th Street Asset Management, an
employee-owned firm based in Chicago.
Shipman is based in Memphis and travels
back and forth to Chicago as needed. He
and his partner manage two concentrated,
long-only equity portfolios. He and his
wife, Ashley, have been married for eight
years, lived in four cities/states (Louisville,
KY; Palm Beach Gardens, FL; Chicago,
IL; and now Tennessee, again) and seven
houses. After all that, they are glad to be
back in Memphis.
Jason Fair was recently recognized in
the Memphis Business Journal as one of the
area’s top wealth managers. The list was
assembled by NABCAP, an independent,
non-profit organization whose mission
is to identify top practitioners around
the country. There were 20 area advisors
recognized on the list.

’90
Donnell Cobbins was among the
recent graduates of the Fellows Program at
the Leadership Academy.
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Manning Weir has accepted the
position as upper school principal at the
Brookstone School in Columbus, GA.
Brookstone is an independent, coeducational, college-preparatory school for
students in pre-kindergarten through
grade 12 with an enrollment of approximately 780 students.

’91
Lee Dickinson has joined the faculty
of Vanderbilt University Law School and
will be teaching legal writing to first-year
law students. Dickinson obtained his J.D.
from Vanderbilt after graduating summa
cum laude from the University of Memphis
with a B.A. in English, with a concentration in professional writing.

’92
In October, at Rhodes College Homecoming 2011, Albert Johnson was
inducted into the Athletic Hall of Fame.

’94
Melinda and Craig Hilsenbeck have
moved from Chicago to San Francisco. He
is a trader with Hunter Capital Markets.
Cal Ruleman still lives in Evergreen,
CO, working as a research geologist for the
U.S. Geological Survey. He and his wife,
Amanda, have two kids, Harry and Kaia,
and are expecting a third in January.
Mark Schaaf lives in San Francisco
and works for Google, Inc.

Where Are They Now?
In the spring of 2011 as Hyde Chapel was being
renovated, alumni were invited to have a seat –
literally. Many of you took advantage of this offer,
and the old chapel seats flew out the door at a
record pace. Here’s where some of them landed.

Ted Fockler ’10, with the help of Tim Greer, added a stained
hardwood base to his refurbished seats and now displays them
with his theater memorabilia.

David Morris ’70 decided to make them look the way they
should have looked all along, including racing stripes.

Andy McArtor ’86 sent this image, saying, “A little history now
resides in Mac’s room.” Mac is an eighth grader at MUS.

Jimmy Ogle ’70 welcomes classmates to his
home with a seat reserved just for them.
Still kicking yourself because you missed out?
Try Sheffield’s Antique Mall in Collierville,
where these were spotted for sale.
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15th Reunion – Class of 1996

’96
Neil Roberson has been promoted to
vice president at Morgan Keegan & Co.
Matt Weathersby has been named a
principal at Commercial Advisors.
McLean Wilson was among the
recent graduates of the Fellows Program at
the Leadership Academy.

’97
Eddie Aftandilian, his wife,
Catherine, and daughter, Charlotte, have
moved to California. Aftandilian received
his Ph.D. in computer science from Tufts
University and is working as a software
engineer at Google, Inc.
After graduating from the Naval
Academy in 2002, Matt Cady joined the
Hawkeye Community as a naval flight
officer. While assigned to the USS Ronald
Reagan, he served in the Pacific and in
Iraq. In 2009, he was assigned to Patuxent
River Naval Air Station in Maryland to
assist in testing a new version of the
Hawkeye aircraft before being admitted
into the Navy’s Test Pilot School. He graduated from the program last year. During
the past few months, Cady found himself
the “go-to guy” for the entire Navy for a
project involving another upgrade for the
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fleet. In September 2011, he was voted
Naval Flight Officer of the Year for his
contributions to the Hawkeye Community. Currently he, his wife, Stephanie,
and their three children (Isabella, 6,
Austin, 3, and Emmett, 16 months) are in
Guatemala working in Stephanie’s mission
organization Paso a Paso. His family will
remain there, but after getting them
settled, Matt will go to New Jersey for a
month of combat training and to Virginia
for a couple of weeks of intelligence
briefings. Then, he moves to San Diego,
which will be his new base of operations.
From there, he is scheduled to deploy to
Afghanistan for a year of service.
Matt Stemmler has been promoted
to vice president at Morgan Keegan & Co.

’01
Brent Blankenship started a
new job in New York City at DBRS, a
structured finance credit rating agency,
focusing on the U.S. and European Union
structured finance markets.
Robert Caldwell served for two
years as a public defender and is now
practicing criminal law and plaintiff
work as an attorney at McMichael &
Logan in St. Louis.
Brian Katz is in the Executive MBA
Program at Vanderbilt University and is
set to graduate in the summer of 2013.

Chris Lam has a new job as a
consultant for iCorps Technologies in
Boston, MA.
Paul McClure is back in school. He
is enrolled in graduate studies at Regent
College in Vancouver, British Columbia,
after six years of teaching and coaching at
Episcopal High School in Houston, TX.

’02
Estes Folk is a financial advisor and
commodity trader at Morgan Stanley
Smith Barney.
Our class president continues to
make us proud. Will Saxton is a JAG
in the U.S. Marine Corps specializing
in criminal defense work. He has been
serving in Afghanistan for the past six
months where he was stationed at Camp
Leatherneck in the southern region of the
country in the Helmand Province near
Pakistan. Saxton was recently promoted to
captain, the highest rank for a companygrade officer. Now permanently stationed
at Camp Lejeune, NC, Saxton was glad
to make it back to the States in time for
Brice Bailey’s wedding on October 8.
Welcome home and a sincere thank you
to Captain Saxton.
Trevor Weichmann has moved to
Madison, WI, for a new job with Epic
Systems. Epic makes software for mid-size
and large medical groups, hospitals, and
integrated healthcare organizations.

A

lumni Experience and Energy
Is Leading Memphis
A Thompson ’98, president of the Thorn
Society Emerging Leaders, welcomed members
to a working lunch on November 30 to hear
from three MUS alumni community leaders
with varied, yet committed, interest in our
great city. Ben Adams ’74, Bob Loeb ’73, and
Henry Turley ’59 each shared their expertise
on current events and trends in Memphis and
answered questions on everything from the
Pyramid to current crime statistics.
Turley remarked that he sometimes finds
opportunity in chaos, and one of his goals in developing parts
of downtown has been to make interaction with the public and
private sector more routine. Loeb’s presentation, “Midtown Needs
a Square,” gave an overview of the Overton Square re-development. He elaborated on his proposal to provide a theater arts
district built around the four theaters currently in that area.
Adams, chairman of the Memphis and Shelby County Crime
Commission, provided statistics showing the decrease in most
areas of crime in Memphis and Shelby County. He reminded the
group that the challenges facing Memphis are really no different
from those that 30 to 40 other comparable cities experience, and
he has confidence in the cooperative leadership of our city and
county mayors to continue this trend of decreasing crime.
Over the course of the session, numerous other local alumni
were mentioned or credited for the positive things taking place
in Memphis, and the
Emerging Leaders left with
an awareness of the city’s
progress and potential.
Emerging Leaders are
alumni from the classes of
1998-2006 who support
the Annual Fund at a level
determined by their class
year. For more information
on the program, contact
Karen Skahan at karen.
skahan@musowls.org
or 901-260-1412.

Henry Turley fielded questions from Chad
Hazlehurst ’06 and Jesse Zellner ’06.

Michael Murphy ’03 and John Summers ’05
attended the luncheon.

A Thompson led this
program, one of serveral ways
in which Emerging Leaders are
connecting with local alumni
and business leaders.
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’03
Derek Clenin has a new job as vice
president at Sterne Agee, Inc.
Trey Flowers was ordained into the
ministry in January 2011, after graduating
with a master of divinity from Vanderbilt
University in December 2010.
Andy Garrett is back in Memphis
and has accepted a position with the law
firm Bass, Berry & Sims, where he is an
associate in the corporate and securities
practice.
Nathan Haynes is now working
as the assistant general manager at a
Memphis airport parking facility called
The Spot.
Stephen Vogel is a corporate analyst
with First Tennessee Bank.
The Class of 2003 wishes to express
sincere condolences to family and friends
of our classmate and friend, Randall
Holcomb, who passed away in Nashville
on December 30, 2011. In remembrance
of Holcomb, Robert Snowden writes:
We are drawn into friendships with forces
that are not rightly understood. Generally,
we have in mind another human being
who will understand us. We count on
this. Perhaps you could chalk our friendship up to sympathies? Perhaps the cause
is more locatable? Perhaps, I fell in love
with him when he responded to the requisite drive-through question, "Would you
like to supersize that?" with the answer,
"to hell with anything un-refined."? We
were at the McDonalds on Ridgeway and
Primacy Parkway, and it was so sort of
genius and antipodal that I remember
what kind of gum I was chewing. His
friendship dilated my life. It was half-way
out the surreal moonshoot- as anyone
in ear shot of our class can attest to, and
it warms me to think of it now. I had
not seen him in some time, a few years
I guess, but knowing that the person
whose high-wattage and humor were once
nothing short of everything, is gone, puts
me well short of words. I miss him dearly.
I wish his family love, long life, all that.
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’04
Harris Jordan is now working in the
Memphis office of Duncan Williams, Inc.
Blake Wiedman is a commercial
insurance producer with The Crichton
Group in Nashville.

’05
Jordan Crawford received his
master’s degree in neuroscience from
Wake Forest in August 2011. Crawford
and his wife, Emily, are currently living in
Winston-Salem.
Josh Hall is currently living in
Washington, DC, and works for The
Carlyle Group.

Andrew Robinson is an analyst
with J.P. Morgan in Dallas.
Warner Russell is now working
for Independent Wealth Management, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Memphisbased Independent Bank.
Daniel Williams is in his second
year of graduate studies at the University of Memphis and will be graduating
in May with a master’s degree in sport
and leisure commerce. In his free time,
Williams is coaching football and
basketball at Grace-St. Luke’s Episcopal
School and is an assistant coach at Rhodes
College for the JV basketball team. He is
also the JV team’s strength and conditioning coach at Rhodes.

Wings of Gold

On July 15, 2011, Lt. j.g. Wilson McManus ’05 received his
Wings of Gold and was designated a naval aviator in Pensacola,
FL. He was honored to have his wings pinned on him by his
grandfather, Bill McManus, who was a World War II pilot with
more than 25 missions flying a B-24 Liberator bomber. McManus
is currently assigned to
HSC-3, the Navy’s West
Coast fleet replacement
squadron on NAS North
Island (San Diego),
where he flies the
Sikorsky MH-60 Sierra
helicopter. Next April,
McManus will move
to Guam to join Lt. j.g.
Gatlin Hardin ’04
in HSC-25 and will
remain forward
deployed on Guam for
the next three years.

Stacking the Deck
by Vicki Tyler

When Max Prokell ’06 took an innovation
and entrepreneurship course at the University
of Richmond, he never dreamed he would have
a career that dealt with colors and shapes. But
his project and succeeding patent turned an
idea and lots of research into one of the most
innovative educational aids on the market this
year – Smart Stacks.
“We found that second grade is about
when students start using index cards because
you have to write on the front and back what
you’re learning,” Prokell, president and CEO of
INtelaDEX LLC, said.
Learners at any stage, from second graders to
adults, can benefit from using Smart Stacks, he
said. Every pack of Smart Stacks has 100 index
cards with ten shapes that help students avoid
the monotony of normal index cards. He said his
research shows that by changing the background,
students can focus longer because their mind stays
active. The specific colors, green and yellow, and
shapes incorporated into the learning material
help students learn faster, retain information
better, and focus longer.
“The great thing about Smart Stacks is that
everything in the cards is there because research
shows it helps students learn better, and that is our
goal,” Prokell said. “Use them just like a typical
index card. Smart Stacks are just better because
they have visual stimuli that affect the brain, eyes,
and mood to increase learning potential.”
Aside from helping learners in general,
studies show that Smart Stacks help students
with learning disabilities such as ADD, ADHD,
dyslexia, autism, and Meares-Irlen Syndrome.
Smart Stacks may also lower the frequency of
migraine headaches while studying.
According to Prokell’s research, the color
green relaxes the mind because of its association
with nature. When relaxed, students are able to
focus and study for longer periods of time. Yellow
has been associated with energy and happiness,

and these two feelings help to get students’ attention
and increase understanding. Yellow paper is also
better on one’s eyes than white paper and reduces
glare. This, in turn, aids in higher readability.
“Through our research, we found that yellow is
used on legal pads for that very reason,” Prokell said.
Prokell’s professor encouraged him and his
project partner, Connor McMahan, to enter a
business competition in Richmond.
“After winning a cash prize at the competition,
we got a patent,” Prokell said.
They used that funding, along with personal
investments, to manufacture and import the Smart
Stacks product from
China in 2010. They
built a company website
the same year.
Prokell now owns
100 percent of the
company and handles all
day-to-day operations
as president and CEO.
McMahan is CFO.
Prokell and his wife,
Austin, moved to her
hometown of Columbia,
MO, last December
after he completed his
Max Prokell is making
senior season of football for the
a memorable impression
University of Richmond.
with Smart Stacks.
Prokell said they launched
the product in April 2011 at the
National School Supply and Equipment Association
convention in San Antonio, TX. He also spoke at
the conference.
“We’re just waiting to see how it goes with sales,
and it would be great to market it to even more retail
stores that sell educational products,” he said.
In Memphis, Smart Stacks are available in the
Schaeffer Bookstore at MUS and area Knowledge
Tree stores. For more information, check out
www.smart-stacks.com.
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’06

Taking a Ride
As Anthony Dang ’08 approached the start of his senior year
at the University of Texas at Austin, he was looking for something
interesting to do before graduation. He found inspiration in the 2011
LIVESTRONG Challenge. On October 16, he biked 45 miles to support
cancer research in memory of former faculty member Wayne Duff,
who died July 10, 2006, after a two-year struggle with cancer.
“Mr. Duff was my Latin teacher for three years,” Dang said. “He
was a mentor who challenged me and instilled in me strong study habits,
and I am thankful for his
presence in my life.”
Dang requested
help from the MUS
community in fundraising
for the event and wanted
to express his appreciation
to Ellis Haguewood,
Laura Lawrence, Maxine
Molasky, and Dax Torrey
’94 for their support. Dang
and 13 of his friends raised
more than $4,500.
On the journey, Dang encountered many inspiring cancer survivors,
some who would be returning to chemotherapy treatment the day after
the ride.
“This was truly a life-changing and empowering experience, and I
will definitely ride again next year,” Dang said.
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Phillip Debardeleben hiked the
Appalachian Trail in August traveling
from Tennessee to Virginia.
Brian Evans is currently writing an
article for the Journal of Current Tissue
Engineering entitled “Drug Delivery
and Tissue Engineering Approaches to
Improve Graft Patency in Coronary Artery
Bypass Grafting.” It will tentatively be
published in January 2012.
Walter Klyce is currently a faculty
member at Western Reserve Academy, a
co-ed boarding school in Hudson, OH,
where he is teaching Latin and public
speaking.
With a master’s degree in taxation
from Ole Miss in hand, Paul Morrow
has accepted a position with Dixon
Hughes Goodman LLP, the largest CPA
firm in the southeastern U.S.
Jason Northington will be graduating in December with an M.S. in
aerospace engineering from Missouri
University of Science and Technology.

’07
Chase Moore is an associate
with Farmland Advisors, a division of
Commercial Advisors.
Lee Moore represented the United
States as one of the two 400-meter
hurdlers at the Pan American Games,
October 24-29, 2011, in
Guadalajara, Mexico.
Ed Porter won the award
for best supporting actor at the
28th annual Ostrander Awards
which recognize achievement
in community and college
theater in Memphis. In addition
to the “Ossie” for his role in
“August: Osage County,” Porter
received the Larry Riley Rising
Star Award for young actors.
Jeffrey Webb graduated
from the University of Virginia
and is now working for Google,
Inc. in Boston.
Simon Wigfield heads the Defense
Division Asia/Pacific team of IQPC and
is currently working closely with the
Indian Army producing events for the
Armoured Vehicles India 2011 convention
in New Delhi.

L A SS
Cnews

’09
Robert Duffley spent much of his
summer in Ishikawa, Japan, completing
an internship with a local newspaper. He
is currently studying at Trinity University
in Ireland and will return to Georgetown
University for the spring 2012 semester.

’10
Chase Harriman is a member of
Beta Upsilon Chi fraternity at Vanderbilt
University.

’11
During the summer, Johnny Gibson
and Chase Schoelkopf (pictured left)
reconnected in Brussels, Belgium, the new
home of the Gibson family.
Matt Montsinger was named a
President’s Scholar at Southern Methodist
University where he is enrolled as a firstyear student. Each year, more than 8,000
high school seniors apply for this honor,
and approximately 35 are chosen.
Boy Scout Wyatt Whicker (pictured
right) spent part his summer smashing
rocks as part of the trail crew at Philmont
Scout Ranch in Cimarron, New Mexico.

Marriages
Wayne Chang ’91 to Claire Sun
on October 8, 2011
Jim Dorman ’95 to Kristy Kochan
on April 16, 2011
Braden Kimball ’96 to Janice
Zawaski on September 10, 2011
Paul Pera ’96 to Jennifer Wells
on October 15, 2011
Brown Gill ’98 to Kendall Huey
on October 15, 2011
Stuart Hutton ’00 to Ashlie
Denise Pierce on August 27, 2011
Chance Carlisle ’01 to Jessica
Eren Jordan on October 1, 2011
Trey Flowers ’03 to Merillat
Pittman on October 15, 2011
Alex Lawhorn ’03 to Catherine
Millette on June 11, 2011
Edward Nenon ’03 to Rebecca
Smith on July 16, 2011

Michael Schaefer ’03 to Rachael
Dee Ogilvie on July 9, 2011
Brad Spicer ’04 to Lauren Siegel
on October 1, 2011
Warner Russell ’05 to Katelyn
Porter on October 8, 2011
Bowers Clement ’06 to Brooke
O’Neill on June 11, 2011
Max Prokell ’06 to Austin Graves
on July 3, 2011

Marianna and Hunt Taylor ’94,
twins, a son, Hunt Tennyson,
and a daughter, Louise Cochran,
born September 22, 2011
Frances and Jake Lawhead ’95,
a daughter, Sadie Glasgow, born
July 25, 2011
Heather and Matt Stemmler ’96,
a son, Matthew Miller (Miller),
born June 2, 2011

Births

Gillian and Britton Williston ’96,
a son, Richard Winfield (Win),
born May 26, 2011

Amy and Josh Poag ’91,
a daughter, Alexandra Faith,
born February 26, 2011

Melissa and Matt Saenger ’98,
a son, Elliott Sellers, born
October 26, 2011

Lisa and Brandon Williams ’91,
a daughter, Elizabeth Belle, born
May 13, 2011

Heather and David Frazier ’01,
a daughter, Ella Beverly, born
July 1, 2011

Emily and Brooks Brown ’92,
a daughter, Lucy Brooks, born
August 14, 2011

Deaths

Michelle and Brian Boals ’94,
a son, Banks Thomas, born
June 29, 2011

Judson S. Williford ’34
William C. Doggrell ’60
Harold D. Walker, Jr. ’66
John H. Lammons ’74
Walter M. Jones ’76
Randall L. Holcomb, Jr. ’03
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Young Alumni Holiday Brunch
The annual holiday brunch for classmates from 2007-11 enticed
approximately 40 young alumni to attend on December 20, 2011.

